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Abstract

A study on the electrical and rheological behavior 

of poly(lactic acid) composites containing 

polymer-induced carbon black aggregate structure 

Kim, Ji Hwan

School of Chemical and Biological Engineering

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

The goal of this thesis is to examine the aggregation and percolation of 

carbon black (CB) particles in poly(lactic acid) (PLA) matrix through the 

addition of poly(caprolactone) (PCL) or thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) as 

a secondary polymer and to investigate its effect on the rheological, 

electrical and mechanical properties of the composites depending on mixing 

protocol and the concentration or variation of secondary polymers.

  The electrical conductivity of ternary composites composed of a 

biopolymer blend with conductive CB particles is increased by the control 

of particle dispersion in the dispersed phase. As the CB particles have 

higher chemical affinity for the secondary PCL phase than the PLA matrix, 

especially when the concentration of the PCL decreases to 4 wt%, the PCL 

phase induces the aggregation of CB particles, resulting in a shift of the 

particle percolation threshold to a lower concentration of particles (3.73 vs. 

2.86 wt% CB). Moreover, the mixing ratio between the CB and the PCL 

significantly affects the formation of CB dispersion structure. Image analysis 
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confirms that the addition of a small amount of PCL induces the formation 

of particle aggregates with a high aspect ratio, providing direct 3D 

conducting pathways due to the multiple contact points between the particle 

aggregates (power law scaling exponent of the composites decreases to 

~2.2).

  Meanwhile, in order to design an electrically conductive and ductile PLA 

composite, this thesis also examines the effect of the addition of a small 

amount of various secondary polymers with a different chemical affinity to 

CB particles at a fixed blending process on the structural change of CB. 

The electrical conductivity of ternary composites increases by 3-4 orders of 

magnitude higher than the binary PLA/CB composite, while TPU-added 

composite increases ductility up to 220 % with only 4 wt% CB and 4 wt% 

secondary polymer. Fractal analysis shows that the CB particles in the PCL 

or TPU-added ternary composites aggregate through diffusion-limited cluster 

aggregation process (fractal dimension ~1.8), leading to a ductility 

improvement due to good CB-secondary polymer adhesion strength. 

Moreover, the TPU-added composite forms larger CB aggregates than 

PCL-added composite due to higher interaction between CB and TPU than 

that of PCL, leading to further improved ductility.

  Next, to further control the percolation structure, the composite fabrication 

is controlled by splitting a typical single-step mixing process into two steps, 

focusing on the dispersion of the secondary PCL phase and the CB particles 

separately. Under the single-step mixing protocol, the ternary composite 

shows a structure with PCL-induced CB aggregation in the form of a large 

aspect ratio and large aggregates (aggregate perimeter ~ aggregate size0.7). 

Meanwhile, the two-step mixing process causes the CB aggregates to expand 

and create a higher-order structure (aggregate perimeter ~ aggregate size0.8). 

The reduced size of the PCL phase under a mixing condition with high 
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shear force prior to the addition of CB provides a larger interfacial area for 

CB to diffuse into the PCL phase during the subsequent mixing step, 

resulting in a further expansion of CB aggregation throughout the composite. 

The electrical conductivity of the ternary composite with the higher-order 

structure is remarkably enhanced to 4x10-2 S/m with 4 wt% CB.

  This thesis provides optimal process and chemical condition for fabricating 

polymer-induced particle aggregates in order to realize the electrically 

conductive and ductile biopolymer composites.

keywords : electrical conductivity, poly(lactic acid), carbon black, particle 

aggregation, biopolymer composites, tensile property

Student Number : 2016-21019
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction
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1.1 General introduction

An electrically conductive polymer composite (CPC) is composed of an 

insulating polymer matrix and conductive particles such as carbon black 

(CB), metal, carbon nanotube, or graphene [1-3]. It has been attracted much 

from industry and academia over the past several decades due to its 

simple-processing, lightweight characteristic, and adjustable electrical 

properties depending on the concentration of the conductive particles in 

various electronic applications of antistatic materials, sensors, and bipolar 

plates [4-6]. For instance, electrostatic-dissipative materials such as antistatic 

storage containers or fuel tanks require electrical conductivity of 

approximately 10-4 S/m, whereas applications of electrically conductive 

materials, for example, bipolar plates or sensors, require high electrical 

conductivity typically exceeding 10-4 S/m [7]. The realization of good 

electrical performance with insulating polymers exclusively depends on the 

conducting particle network formed after the incorporation of conducting 

particles. When the concentration of conductive particles reaches a critical 

percolation threshold (φc), the composites undergo an insulator-conductor 

transition, which is attributed to the construction of continuous electron 

pathways or a conducting network of particles. Specifically, the electrical 

conductivity of composites increases sharply by several orders of magnitude 

upon the formation of the initial percolated structure or conductive particle 

network. However, the electrical conductivity in the presence of electrical 

percolation is generally at the electrostatic-dissipative conductivity level.

Thus, extra conductive particles should be incorporated into composites 

beyond the percolation threshold to achieve a higher level of conductivity, 

even above 10-4–10-2 S/m [8-10]. Because the percolation structure of the 
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conductive particle is formed only with randomly oriented particles in binary 

composites, composites should be filled with a fairly high particle content to 

obtain higher electrical conductivity, possibly leading to poor mechanical 

properties (especially elongation at break) and greater complexity in the flow 

properties of the composites [11]. Therefore, for the purpose of reducing the 

overall cost as well as maintaining good processability, numerous studies 

have been carried out to obtain percolated structures and particle networks 

with low contents of particles. 

One of the major means by which to decrease the particle concentration 

for the percolation threshold is to use the selective localization behavior of 

particles between thermodynamically immiscible phases (the matrix and the 

secondary phase) [12-15]. It has been indicated from that when nanoparticles 

are incorporated into immiscible polymer blends, the particles become 

densely localized in one phase of the blends or at the interface between two 

phases [15]. Especially, when conductive particles are incorporated into a 

blend showing a co-continuous structure, they can form a percolated 

structure in one phase or at the interface of the blend, giving rise to an 

increase in the electrical conductivity of ternary composites, even with a 

lower particle concentration compared to typical binary composites [16-18]. 

As an example of low density polyethylene/CB composites after the addition 

of 40 wt% poly(ethylene methyl acrylate) [16], the electrical percolation 

threshold of the composites was reduced from 20 to 13 wt% CB contents 

upon the addition of a secondary polymer phase to form a co-continuous 

structure, referred to as a double-percolated structure. However, it remains 

challenging to maintain the percolation structure to the product stage due to 

the instability of the co-continuous structure without additional additives.
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On the other hand, the percolated structure is able to be constructed 

effectively through the addition of a small amount of secondary phase that 

has high-affinity to particles according to thermodynamic interaction. Lee et 

al. reported that the CaCO3 particles aggregated and percolated around the 

high-affinity natural rubber (NR) phase, which improved the compatibility of 

PLA/NR and resulted in the toughening of PLA [19]. For the polycarbonate 

and CB composite, Zhang et al. found that the electrical percolation 

threshold was reduced from 12 to 5 wt% after the addition of 3 wt% 

polyamide 6 which has high-affinity to CB [20]. In other words, a small 

amount of a secondary phase could induce the aggregation of particles and 

reduce the concentration of particles for the percolation threshold in binary 

composites. Nevertheless, while the change of particle dispersion by the 

addition of a small amount of the secondary phase was well demonstrated 

in previous studies, the improvements of conductivity with the formation of 

a secondary polymer induced particle network still remain to be fully 

investigated. Additional work is necessary regarding how the secondary 

phase induces particle aggregation and percolation in the polymer matrix 

before the design of a new mechanically or electrically reinforced composite 

system can be realized. In terms of electrical aspects of view, it is 

significant to clarify the interplay between the inner structure and the final 

performance. Therefore, in this thesis, we attempted to build an electrical 

network of particles through the incorporation of a small amount of a 

second polymer phase with dramatically higher affinity towards the 

conductive particles relative to the matrix. The structural characteristics of 

particle networks formed within the composites were determined by 

interpreting the particle/particle interaction and particle/matrix interaction 
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according to analysis of electrical and rheological percolation behaviors of 

the composites. For this purpose, PLA was selected as the matrix given its 

inherited weaknesses despite its strong potential for use in applications such 

as disposables and biomedical devices [21-23]. Poly(caprolactone) (PCL) was 

adopted as a secondary phase and was blended with PLA/CB composites to 

produce the PLA/PCL/CB ternary composites, in which CB has higher 

chemical affinity to PCL relative to PLA (wetting coefficient of CB between 

PLA and PCL (ωa) ~ -3.4 [15, 24]). Because the wetting of particle to the 

secondary phase expects to be important to change particle dispersion, the 

mixing ratio between particles and the secondary phase was varied to 

control particle aggregation.

Considering that dispersion of CB particles are controlled through 

thermodynamic interaction between the components constituting the ternary 

composites as noted just above, the variation of thermodynamic interactions 

can be another important factor to consider when designing CB particle 

structure that is affected by the addition of a small amount of secondary 

polymer. Thus for a more in-depth understanding of how chemical 

interaction between CB and the secondary polymer affects the particle 

aggregation and percolation in a ternary composite, this thesis also focuses 

on the change of aggregate structure in ternary composites depending on the 

secondary polymers having different thermodynamic interaction to CB. In 

addition, ductile polymer is chosen as the secondary polymer to improve 

electrical conductivity without sacrificing ductility of PLA.

Also, because the dispersion of secondary phase itself can be another 

important factor to consider when controlling the dispersion of CB particles, 

this thesis also highlight the change of percolation structure depending on 
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the mixing protocol used. Specifically, under the assumption that the particle 

structure in a ternary composite system (PLA/PCL/CB) is significantly 

affected by competitive dispersion between the particles and the secondary 

phase during the mixing process, the ternary composites tested here undergo 

several mixing processes differing in terms of the mixing conditions and 

sequence. For this purpose, a different mixing process is employed, with 

two batch-type mixers having different screw configuration and rotation 

speed. In this thesis, a typical internal batch mixer and a high-shear 

kneading mixer are used [25]. The mixing sequence is designed to 

distinguish the blend morphology evolution from the particle dispersion 

during the mixing process.
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1.2 Overview of thesis

This thesis comprises of introduction, background, experimental methods, 

results and discussion, and summary chapters.

Chapter 2 covers the background of the thesis which is categorized into 

three parts. Chapter 2.1 shortly describes basic characteristic features of a 

conductive biopolymer composite (CBC), a final target material to be 

realized in this thesis. Chapter 2.2 and 2.3 highlights the significance of 

surface-chemically controlling microstructure of conducting particles in CBCs 

via adding a large amount (Chapter 2.2) and a small amount (Chapter 2.3) 

of secondary polymers. Pros and cons of controlling particle dispersion 

through the addition of a large or a small amount of secondary polymer are 

introduced therein.

Chapter 3 describes experimental methods that are divided into four parts. 

Chapter 3.1 involves material information of the matrix phase polymer 

(PLA), minor phase polymers, and carbon blacks and sample preparation 

procedures. In Chapter 3.2, structural changes of CBs before and after 

addition of various secondary polymers with high-affinity to CB were 

investigated via visualization techniques including SEM and TEM 

microscopes. Furthermore, Structural information of CB aggregates were also 

characterized with quantitative image analysis using 2D-projected SEM 

images. The experimental procedure for each technique including electrical, 

mechanical and rheological tests are explained in Chapter 3.3. Rheological 

and electrical properties of PLA/CB composites were measured before and 

after the addition of secondary polymer by varying the CB or secondary 

polymer concentration, and their experimental procedures are also presented.

Chapter 4 describes the results of structure and property changes of 
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PLA/CB composites after the addition of polymers. In Chapter 4.1, structural 

development of CB particles depending on the concentration of secondary 

polymer (PCL) are described on the basis of electrical and rheological 

properties followed by percolation analysis. Chapter 4.2 involves 

polymer/particle interaction-dependent changes in CB structure and properties 

of composites by varying secondary polymers with various affinity to CB at 

fixed composite compositions. Meanwhile, Chapter 4.3 focuses on 

mixing-protocol dependent changes in CB structure and properties of 

composites with various mixing sequence and mixing time using two types 

of mixers at a fixed composite composition. In all parts, the structures and 

the properties are well correlated.

Chapter 5 summarizes the results of the interplay between the 

polymer-induced CB structure and the composite properties.
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Chapter 2. 

Background
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2.1 Conductive biopolymer composites

A conductive biopolymer composite (CBC) is referred to as a biopolymer 

composite filled with conducting particles such as carbon black, metal 

particles, carbon nanotubes, or graphene. Due to its advantageous properties 

like lightweight, easy-processing and adjustable electrical conductivity 

depending on the concentration of conducting particle, it shows potential use 

in industrial applications as a high-value-added product in devices such as 

tissue and biomedical sensors [22, 26, 27](cf. Fig 2.1.1). Specifically, 

poly(lactic acid) (PLA), which exhibits unique properties such as 

biodegradability, biocompatibility, high mechanical properties (tensile strength, 

~74 MPa and Young’s modulus, ~3.4 GPa [28]) and good processability 

[14], is one of the most promising CBC matrix [29, 30]. Hu et al. prepared 

reduced graphene oxide (RGO)/PLA and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)/PLA 

nanocomposites through ultrasound-assisted dispersion to fabricate PLA-based 

conductive biopolymer composites. They characterized FTIR spectra, 

electrical conductivity and mechanical properties of PLA nanocomposites, 

indicating that hydrogen bonding interaction between the functional groups 

of RGO or CNTs and the C=O group of PLA chains facilitates the 

well-dispersion of particle inside the PLA matrix, which finally leads to 

fabrication of RGO or CNTs filled PLA-based conducting biopolymer 

composites. (Fig. 2.1.2) [28].
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Fig. 2.1.1 Application of CBC in various industrial fields [26]
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Fig. 2.1.2 TEM micrographs of (a) RGO/PLA (1 wt%) and (b) 

CNTs/PLA (1 wt%), (c) FTIR spectra of neat PLA and its nanocomposites 

with different RGO or CNT concentrations, (d) volume conductivity vs. 

CNT and RGO content of CNTs/PLA and RGO/PLA, (e) mechanical 

properties (tensile strength, σ and elengation at break, ε) of neat PLA and 

its nanocomposites, (f) stress-strain curves of neat PLA and its 

nanocomposites [28]
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2.2 Fabrication of conducting network: double-percolation

Despite those exceptional intrinsic properties of PLA, it has restrictions 

for industrial applications due to its brittleness. Also, in the manufacturing 

process of PLA-based CBC, a high concentration of conducting particles for 

high electrical conductivity often leads to a reduction in the mechanical 

performance and processability [11], and it becomes a major challenge to 

balance the electrical and mechanical performance outcomes. In other words, 

an important goal of successful CBC fabrication is to induce electrical 

percolation at a low particle concentration. To achieve this goal, various 

methods, such as the application of an electric field, the addition of a 

secondary polymer, or the use of more than two conducting particles, have 

been suggested [1, 31, 32]. 

When a secondary polymer is added, various morphological states such as 

sea islands or segregated structures form according to the content of the 

secondary polymer and the particles involved [14, 33]. One of the most 

widely used structures for fabrication of conducting network is the 

double-percolated structure, which comes from the selective localization of 

particles that are densely packed in one of the two polymer phases or at 

the interface according to the thermodynamic interactions taking place in an 

immiscible co-continuous blend [14, 15]. When conductive particles are 

exclusively dispersed in one continuous phase (first percolation), percolation 

(second percolation) can arise with only a relatively low particle content, 

which improves the electrical conductivity. Pan et al. [34] prepared blends 

of carbon black (CB)-filled polystyrene (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) by melt blending in order to obtain conductive polymer composites 

with a low electrical percolation threshold according to the concept of 
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double percolation. Depending on the CB content and blend ratio, different 

dispersion states of the CB particles and different electrical percolation 

threshold were achieved as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.1. CB particles selectively 

packed in PS phase form a conducting network inside PS phase, reducing 

the percolation threshold from 2.0 to 1.44 vol %. 

However, there is instability such as the coarsening and break-up of the 

minor phase during the manufacturing process in co-continuously separated 

phases with a large amount of a secondary polymer [35, 36]. Sun et al. 

[37] investigated that the electron path of the CB particles in polypropylene 

(PP) and PS blends is guided by the morphological evolution of the PS 

phase in which CB particles are exclusively dispersed as noted in Fig. 2.2.2. 

Therefore, maintaining the percolation structure is a challenging task for 

double percolated structure.
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Fig. 2.2.1 SEM images of the PS/PMMA blends with 2 vol% of CB 

with composition of (a) 70/30, (b) 50/50, (c) 30/70; electrical conductivity 

of the PS/PMMA/CB composites as a function of (d) PMMA content (2 

vol% of CB), insert: TEM image of (50/50) blend and (e) CB content for 

the PS/PMMA (30/70) blend. insert: log-log plot of σ vs. φ-φc; (f) the 

percolation threshold φc as a function of PMMA content. insert: schematic 

illustration of the volume of the PS/PMMA/CB. (g) the effect of CB 

concentration on the conductivity without and with annealing at 200 ℃  

[34]
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Fig. 2.2.2 Optical micrographs of the pure PP/PS (50:50) blend (a) and 

the PP/PS/CB-0.33 vol% composite annealed at 190 ℃ for (b) 5 min, (c) 

30 min, (d) 60 min and (e) 120 min. Images (c’)-(e’) are the polarizing 

optical micrographs of images (c)-(e), respecively. (f) the phase size growth 

of PP/PS/CB composites annealed at 190 ℃ for various times, (g) the 

resistivity as a fuction of annealing time at 190 ℃ for PP/PS/CB 

composites with different CB contents and (h) relationship between the 

morphological evolution and electrical conductivity of PP/PS/CB [37]
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2.3 Fabrication of conducting network: polymer induced-aggregation

Polymer-induced particle aggregation is another viable option to control 

microstructure of CBs in matrix. 

The effective reduction of the secondary phase demonstrates the promising 

effect of the selective localization behavior of particles to decrease the 

percolation threshold for a composite system. Lee et al. [19] succeeded to 

induce CaCO3 percolation by adding natural rubber (NR) phase. When a 

small amount of NR (8 vol%) was incorporated into 15 vol% poly(lactic 

acid) (PLA)/CaCO3 composites, the CaCO3 particles were dispersed and 

became aggregated in the vicinity of the high-affinity NR phase in 

accordance with the wetting coefficient, which improved the compatibility of 

PLA/NR, as expected, and resulted in the toughening of PLA without a 

large decrease in the strength or modulus (Fig. 2.3.1).

Zhang et al. [20] also reported that a networking method for conductive 

polymer/carbon black (CB) composites on the basis of interaction-induced 

network assembly during melt compounding via addition of a very small 

amount of secondary polymer that has stronger interaction with CB than the 

matrix polymer. Four different systems including polyamide6 (PA6)-modified 

polycarbonate (PC)/CB, thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)-modified 

polyoxymethylene (POM)/CB, PA6-modified POM/CB and TPU-modified 

polypropylene (PP)/CB composites were investigated to demonstrate the 

feasibility of the method. In all systems, CB has high-affinity to secondary 

phase with lower interfacial tension. Even with 0.3 wt% secondary polymer, 

the percolation threshold could decrease by 30% (Fig. 2.3.2).
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Also, induced-network was realized in CBC composites containing 

conducting particles with high-aspect ratio such as carbon fiber. Xiu et al. 

[38] tried to obtain PLA based composites with good stiffness-toughness 

balanced properties by adjusting carbon fiber (CF) network in polylactide 

(PLA) matrix via adding a small amount of soft poly(ether)urethane (PU). 

They found that PU could serve as “solder” to weld CF into a more perfect 

network due to the fact that PU has stronger interaction with CF as 

compared with PLA and improves the interface interaction between CF and 

PLA, which slightly improves electric conductivity and toughness of PLA 

(Fig. 2.3.3).
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Fig 2.3.1 TEM images of the PLA and 15 vol% of CaCO3 composites 

(a) without NR and (b) with 8 vol% of NR; results of tensile tests (c) 

elongation at break, (d) tensile strengths of PLA/NR with coated and 

uncoated CaCO3 (cC or uC), and (e) a picture of specimens after tensile 

testing (PLA, (i) PLA/cC, (ii) PLA/uC/NR and (iii) PLA/cC/NR) [19] 
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Fig 2.3.2 FESEM micrographs of (a) PP/10%CB, (b) PP/10%CB/1%TPU 

and (c) PP/10%CB/5%TPU composites; electrical resistivity as a function of 

CB content (c-f) and the curves fitting to the power law (c1-f1) for (c) 

PC/CB/PA6, (d) POM/CB/TPU, (e) POM/CB/PA6 and (f) PP/CB/TPU 

composites [20]
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Fig 2.3.3 (a) Notched Izod impact strength of neat PLA and 

80PLA/20CF with various amounts of PU, (b) electrical conductivity of 

80PLA/20CF with various amounts of PU; (c, c’) SEM images of 

(80PLA/20CF)/15PU after PLA extraction and (d) schematic representation of 

phase morphology of 80PLA/20CF before and after addition of 15PU [38]
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2.4 Objectives of thesis

This thesis aims to study the effect of secondary polymer-induced CB 

networks on the electrical, mechanical and rheological properties of PLA/CB 

composites on the basis of the correlation between the higher-order structure 

of CB and properties of composites. In addition, mechanism of conducting 

CB network formation in the presence of secondary polymers as an 

inducing-agent were investigated. These objectives were achieved based on 

the results of the rheological, electrical and mechanical characterizations of 

PLA/CB composites with the addition of poly(caprolactone) (PCL) as a 

secondary polymer by varying the CB or PCL concentration (Chapter 4.1) 

or differentiating the affinity between CB and secondary polymers using 

various polymers (TPU and PP) (Chapter 4.2). The structural changes of CB 

aggregates depending on the mixing protocol were also investigated (Chapter 

4.3).
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Chapter 3. 

Experimental methods
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3.1. Sample preparation

3.1.1. Raw materials

PLA (4032D,  = 181 kg/mol, / = 2.01, ρ = 1.24 g/cm3) was 

purchased form Natureworks (Minnetonka, MN, USA) and used as a matrix 

polymer. PCL (CAPA® 6800, = 80 kg/mol, MFI(160 ℃, 2.16 kg) = 0.24 

g/min, ρ = 1.1 g/cm3) from Perstorp (Malmö, Sweden), TPU (Neothane 

5198AP, = 218 kg/mol, ρ = 1.23 g/cm3) from DongSung Corp. (Cheongju, 

Korea), and polypropylene (PP) (HP521M, MFI(230 ℃) = 0.8 g/min, ρ = 

0.9 g/cm3) from Polymirae Co. Ltd. (Seoul, Korea) were used as a 

secondary polymer. The structural information about polymers used in this 

work is displayed in Table 3.1.1. Carbon black (CB) (xc72r, mean particle 

diameter = 30 nm, ρ = 1.92 g/cm3) from Cabot Corp. (Boston, MA, USA) 

was used as a conducting particle as received. 

3.1.2. Composite preparation

Before preparing the composites, all components of the composites were 

dried in a vacuum oven overnight at 80 ℃ for PLA, TPU and PP, and at 

40 ℃ for PCL in the consideration of the melting point of each material, 

respectively. Melt compounding was carried out using an internal mixer 

(Rheocomp® 600, MKE, Dajeon, Korea). The mixing temperature was 

adjusted for each composite where the viscosity ratio of PLA and the 

secondary polymer can realize at 1.0 to ignore the flow effect on the 

morphology evolution as well as localization of particles [39]. It was 180 

℃ for ternary composites with PCL and PP and 200 ℃ for ternary 

composites with TPU. Mixing was carried out for 6 min with a rotor speed 
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of 100 rpm. 

For mixing protocol-dependent tests (Chapter 4.3), two different 

batch-type mixers were employed, an internal batch mixer (B) and a 

high-shear kneading mixer (H) (Fig. 3.1.1). A rotor-mixer (Rheocomp® 600, 

MKE, Daejeon, Korea) was used as an internal batch mixer (B), and a 

high-shear processing machine (NHS 2-28; Niigata Machine Techno Co., 

Ltd., Niigata, Japan [25]) was used as the high-shear kneading mixer (H). 

The high-shear processing machine is composed of two sections; a 

plasticization–injection section that plasticizes the resin and injects an 

arbitrary amount, and a high-shear kneading section. Details of the 

high-shear kneading mixer are described elsewhere [25]. The nomenclature 

for the ternary composites is α_PCLβCBγ, where α refers to the mixing 

method (B, H, or both, If nothing is marked, it means B), and β and γ 

correspondingly denote the weight percentage of PCL and CB based on the 

PLA matrix. As an example, for B_PCL4CB4, the PLA matrix was mixed 

with 4 wt% PCL and 4 wt% CB through a single-step mixing in the 

internal batch mixer (B) (also for the ternary composites with TPU or PP). 

In Chapter 4.3, PCL4CB4 composites were fabricated by mixing methods 

with different mixers (B, H) and with different mixing sequences (B, H, 

BB, HB) (Table 3.1.2). For B_PCL4CB4, dry-mixed PLA, PCL, and CB 

were loaded slowly into the internal batch mixer (B) at 180 ◦C for 2 min. 

Subsequently, melt-compounding was carried out for 6 min at a screw speed 

of 100 rpm. The BB_PCL4CB4 composite was prepared by a two-step 

mixing process. In the first step, dry-mixed PLA and PCL were pre-melted 

and melt-mixed under 180 ◦C for 6 min at 100 rpm using the internal batch 

mixer (B). Secondly, CB powder was added into the PLA/PCL blend, and 
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was mixed with an identical mixing condition for 6 min. Here, BB indicates 

that the minor PCL phase was dispersed within the PLA matrix first by the 

batch mixer (B_PCL4), after which the blend was mixed with CB using the 

same mixer in the second step (BB_PCL4CB4). For the H_PCL4CB4 

composite, dry-mixed PLA, PCL, and CB were loaded into the mixer and 

melt-mixed in one step using the high-shear processing machine at 180 ◦C 

for 30 s with a screw speed of 1000 rpm (apparent shear rate of 3000 s−1, 

approximately). Regarding the HB_PCL4CB4 composite, the PCL/PLA blend 

was prepared with the high-shear kneading mixer (H) first, with this sample 

referred to as H_PCL4. The H_PCL4 was then pelletized using a pelletizer 

(Ciran Cutter, Harmo Co., Ltd., Nagano, Japan). In the second step, 

H_PCL4 was mixed with 4 wt.% CB using the internal batch mixer (B) 

under a condition identical to that used to devise the B_PCL4CB4 sample. 

After compounding, the samples were compression-molded into a disk with 

a thickness of 0.45 mm and a diameter of 25 mm using a hot press 

(CH4386, Carver Inc., Wabash, IN, USA) at 180 ◦C for 6 min for 

characterization. Also, the samples were molded into a dog-bone shape with 

a thickness of 1 mm under the same conditions for the uniaxial tensile 

tests.
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Table. 3.1.1. Information of polymers used in this thesis

Materials grade Chemical structure Supplier

PLA 4032D

O

O
n

NatureWorks 
Co. Ltd.

PCL CAPA6800
O

O

n

Perstorp Inc.

TPU Neothane
5198AP

4,4’-methylene diphenyl 
diisocyanate  

   
        adipic acid

      1,4-butanediol

N

C

O

N
C

O

O
O

OH

OH

OH
OH

DongSung Corp.

PP HP521M

n

PolyMirae Co. 
Ltd.
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Fig 3.1.1 Two types of mixers used for preparing composites in Chapter 

4.3; (a) an internal batch mixer and (b) a high-shear kneading mixer 

composed of two sections; a plasticization–injection section that plasticizes 

the resin and injects an arbitrary amount, and a high-shear kneading section 

[images were provided by manufacturers]
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Table. 3.1.2. Notation of PLA/CB4 and (PLA/PCL4)/CB4 composites 

depending on mixing methods
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3.2. Visualization and image analysis

The morphology of the composites was examined through the 

field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, SUPRA-55VP, Carl 

Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) at an operating voltage of 2 kV and the 

transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-ARM200F, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, 

Japan) at 120 kV. The surface of the specimens for SEM was prepared by 

fracturing after quenching with liquid nitrogen, and the surface was sputtered 

with platinum. The specimens for TEM were prepared using a 

cryo-ultramicrotome (EM UC6, LEICA, Wetzlar, Germany) with a diamond 

knife. For a quantitative analysis of the CB aggregates, more than 100 CB 

aggregates from SEM images were analyzed using the image analysis 

software Image J (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, US). Because 

each aggregate has an irregular shape, the size of the aggregates (R) is 

calculated with the longest (L) and shortest (W) length ( ×). The 

mass of each aggregate (M) is calculated under the assumption that the 

aggregate consists of only the secondary polymer and particles for the 

ternary composite (   ×  is the density of the aggregate, 

 is the volume of the aggregates (  
 A and P are 

correspondingly the area and perimeter of aggregate in each case)). The area 

ratio of the aggregates relative to a single particle (αagg.= area of the 

aggregate/area of a single particle [-]) was calculated to compare the size of 

the CB aggregates formed in each composite. The aggregate size, perimeter, 

and aspect ratio were number-averaged ( , where ni is the 

number of aggregates) and weight-averaged (   ) to 

represent the geometric characteristics of each composite. Averaging the 
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aggregate size (aagg) provides direct information about the average aggregate 

size, while the perimeter informs us of how irregular aggregates expand. If 

composites having the same average aagg value (aagg.avg) show a different 

perimeter, the composite with the higher perimeter will have aggregates with 

a more irregular shape.
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3.3. Property characterization of composites

3.3.1. Dielectric properties

The complex dielectric permittivity ( ′ ″   ) was 

measured at room temperature using an SI 1260 impedance/gain-phase 

analyzer and 1296 dielectric interface (AMETEK®, Berwyn, PA, USA) with 

a custom-made two-point probe instrument. Contact resistance was minimized 

by setting the electrodes of the two-point geometry to a needle-like shape, 

and both sides of the specimens were coated with silver paste to measure 

the volume resistivity across the entire area of the specimen. The tests were 

conducted in the frequency range of 1 to 106 Hz, and the electrical DC 

conductivity () was evaluated using the dielectric loss ε’’(ω) data at low 

frequency (   ″ → where,  is the vacuum permittivity 

(  ×
  )).

3.3.2. Rheological properties

For rheological investigation, linear viscoelastic measurements were 

conducted at 180 ℃ using a strain-controlled rheometer (RMS800, 

Rheometrics, Piscataway, NJ, USA) with a 25 mm parallel plate fixture. 

Dynamic strain sweep tests were performed to determine the linear 

viscoelastic region, after which the storage modulus (G’()) and loss 

modulus (G’’()) were determined through dynamic frequency sweep tests 

ranging from 0.1 to 100 rad/s at a fixed strain within the linear viscoelastic 

regime.
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3.3.3. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

FT-IR spectra of CB particles, neat polymers and composites with CB 

particles were obtained at 4 cm-1 resolution and a frequency range of 

400-4000 cm-1 with TENSOR27(Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) to examine the 

effective interaction between the CB particles and polymers. For the FT-IR 

characterizations, disk shape specimens were used for neat polymers and 

composites, while for CB particles, powder was used as received.

3.3.4. Mechanical properties

Tensile tests were carried out through Universal Testing Machine (UTM, 

LF plus of Lloyd instruments, Bognor Regis, UK) with ASTM D638 type 

V (strain rate: 10 mm/min). Tensile properties of neat PLA, binary and 

ternary composites were measured 10 times and averaged for each 

composite. From the strain-stress curve, Young’s modulus (E), tensile 

strength (σt) and elongation at break (εb) were obtained.
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Chapter 4. 

Results and discussion
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4.1. Composition-dependent structural changes

4.1.1. Morphology development

When nanoparticles are added to an immiscible polymer blend, the 

particles migrate to the interface with the lowest chemical potential due to 

the thermodynamic heterogeneity of the particles in the system, localizing at 

the interface or in the one phase of the blends according to the 

thermodynamic preferences [15]. This process is simply described according 

to the wetting coefficient of the particles, ωa, which is calculated from the 

surface properties of each material according to the following equations [15]. 

                                 (4.1.1)

Here, ,  and   are the interfacial 

tensions between the particles and polymer 1, between the particles and 

polymer 2, and between the two polymers, respectively. The interfacial 

tension can be calculated with the following geometric-mean equation [14]: 

                                       (4.1.2)

In this equation,  is the surface free energy of each component and  

and 
 are the dispersive and polar contribution of surface energy, 

respectively. If <-1, the particles are exclusively localized at the polymer 

2 phase. For 〈, the particles are localized at the interface between the 

two polymers.

In this Chapter, PLA as the matrix was mixed with CB, in which PCL 

was added as the secondary phase. For the (PLA/PCL)CB ternary system 

the wetting coefficient (ωa~-3.41 < -1) was calculated using Equation (4.1.1) 

and surface tension of each material, 41.8 mN/m for PLA, 43 mN/m for 
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PCL and 18.8 mN/n for CB [24, 40]. It was expected that the CB particles 

would have a stronger preference towards the PCL phase than the PLA 

phase. The dispersion of CB in the PLA matrix was investigated by varying 

the concentration of the PCL phase from 0 to 40%, during which the 

content of CB particles was fixed at 4 wt% (Fig. 4.1.1). Fig 4.1.1 shows 

that the CB particles are clearly localized in the PLA domain when the 

concentration of PCL is in the range of 20–40 wt%. Meanwhile, it is 

difficult to distinguish the PCL phase with a small concentration of PCL of 

less than 4%. For such composite systems, the particle aggregate was 

analyzed with 2D SEM images to determine how the aggregates change in 

the presence of PCL. These outcomes are presented in Table 4.1.1. The 

number of CB particles per aggregate (i) (αagg., i) represents how many 

particles are in each aggregate. Fig. 4.1.1(a) shows that CB particles are 

distributed without much aggregation and form a typical randomly dispersed 

particle structure throughout the PLA matrix. Due to the self-aggregation of 

the CB particles, they are evenly dispersed over the matrix in a slightly 

small aggregated form (74 CB particles for each aggregate [Table 4.1.1]). It 

can be said that the mixing energy for the composite preparation was 

sufficient to disperse the particles well. Whereas when a small amount of 

PCL (4 wt%) is incorporated into the binary PLA/CB composite, larger CB 

agglomerates (512 CB particles per aggregate) (Fig. 4.1.1(b)) are observed. 

The particle aggregates are even lined up to form an extended aggregate. 

Furthermore, the CB structure greatly exceeds a few micro-meters, as shown 

in an inset image. The overall size of the CB aggregates increases with the 

addition of PCL, making it easy for networks to form among the 

aggregates. Interestingly, with a higher concentration of the PCL phase, CB 
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particle aggregation as in the PCL4CB4 system is scarcely observed. CB 

particles appear to disperse in the PCL domain well. 

To investigate the possibility of network formation by the particle 

aggregates as induced by PCL further, the shape of each aggregate was 

analyzed with SEM images. To quantitate the degree of aggregation or 

networking of the CB particles, more than 100 aggregates were analyzed to 

determine the aspect ratio (the ratio of the long axis to the short axis of 

the oval; inset of Fig. 4.1.2) and the coverage (~Area of the oval covering 

an aggregate/ area of the aggregate [−] > 1; refer to the inset of Fig. 

4.1.2). As the coverage and aspect ratio of the aggregates increase, the 

aggregates increase in size and become extended spatially. In addition, the 

aggregates have more unreserved area, as shown in the insets of Fig. 4.1.2, 

meaning that they build higher branching structures to increase the degree of 

aggregation. The CB aggregates are then more likely to connect to 

neighboring aggregates, forming a network of aggregates. Thus, a small 

amount of PCL having high affinity with CB increases the degree of 

particle aggregation and induces a network of particle aggregates.
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Fig 4.1.1 SEM images of the composite surfaces: (a) CB4, (b) PCL4CB4 

(the inset image is a high-magnification image of a CB network in the 

PCL4CB4 composite), (c) PCL20CB4 and (d) PCL40CB4. Dotted lines in 

(c, d) represent the boundary of PLA and PCL phase
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Table. 4.1.1 Number-averaged (

  , ni is the number of 

aggregate (i)) and weight-averaged( 

 


) numbers of CB particles 

per aggregate (i), αagg.

Composites
αagg.

Number averaged Weight averaged

CB4 74 152

PCL1CB4 98 222

PCL2CB4 181 410

PCL4CB4 512 1498

PCL5CB5 1209 2527
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Fig. 4.1.2 Comparison of the aspect ratio and coverage of composites: (a) 

CB4, (b) PCL4CB4, and (c) PCL5CB5. Insets describe how to measure 

aspect ratio and coverage of aggregate
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4.1.2. DC conductivity and rheological properties

Morphological observations showed that the addition of a small amount 

of PCL induced particle aggregation at a high aspect ratio. If particle 

aggregates spatially connect or interconnect to transfer electrons, the 

electrical properties of the composites will be improved. To verify this 

expectation, PCLxCB4 ternary composites were prepared by blending PCL at 

various concentrations ranging from 0 to 50 wt% with the PLA/CB4 binary 

composite. Fig. 4.1.3(a) presents the electrical DC conductivity of the ternary 

composites depending on the PCL concentration. 

When the PLA/CB4 binary composite is mixed with 1–4 wt% PCL, the 

DC conductivity of the composites increases from 10−7 –4×10−3 S/m as the 

PCL concentration is increased. For PCLxCB4 composites containing low 

PCL contents of 1 wt%, as shown in Table 4.1.1, particle aggregation 

appears to have already occurred. CB aggregates (98 CB particles per 

aggregate) are larger than CB4 (74 CB particles per aggregate). 

Correspondingly, the DC conductivity of the composite with 1 wt% PCL 

(5.8×10−6 S/m) shows a slight increase compared to the CB4 (10−7 S/m). 

When more PCL phase is added like 2 wt%, the DC conductivity of the 

composite increases further. Finally, when the PCL phase is at 4 wt%, the 

DC conductivity of the ternary composite increases to 4×10−3 S/m, the 

maximum value over the observation range. This indicates that the electrical 

DC conductivity is improved due to the formation of an electrical network, 

also demonstrating the possibility of obtaining an electrical CPC without 

sacrificing the mechanical performance, as the CB electrical network is 

generated at the small amount of 4 wt%. Therefore, the stepwise increase in 

the DC conductivity along with the PCL content (before 4 wt %) is 
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attributed to the gradual increase in the CB aggregates size or to the 

networking which arose. A high population of CB particle aggregates at a 

high aspect ratio (Fig. 4.1.2) makes it more likely that a network will form 

among the aggregates. Interestingly, upon a further increase in PCL 

concentration beyond 4–5 wt%, the DC conductivity of the composites starts 

to decrease abruptly, continuing to decrease up to a PCL concentration of 

20 wt %. In contrast to the ternary composites with 1 to 4 wt% PCL, the 

DC conductivity of PCLxCB4, which includes 10–20 wt% of PCL, 

decreases continually (1.7×10−10 S/m for PCL20CB4) as the concentration of 

PCL increases to 20 wt%, reaching levels even lower than those of the 

binary CB4 composite without PCL (10−7 S/m). As indicated in Fig. 

4.1.1(c), (PLA/PCL20)/CB4 shows a droplet structure. The majority of CB 

particles are localized in the PCL domains, and the PCL domains are 

separated from each other. It is difficult to expect contact between the CB 

particles for an electron pathway. Therefore, the decrease in the DC 

conductivity of the ternary composites containing 10–20 wt% PCL is 

attributed to the localization of CB particles in the separated PCL domains. 

As the concentration of PCL is increased further to 40 wt %, the DC 

conductivity increases slightly again. The PCL40CB4 composite has a 

co-continuous structure with CB particles still selectively dispersed in the 

PCL phase, showing a double percolation structure in this composite (Fig. 

4.1.1(d)). Although the DC conductivity increases due to the formation of 

the double-percolation structure, it is still lower than that of the CB4 binary 

composite (10−7 S/m) due to the poor contact between the CB particles. 

Despite the fact that the CB particles are localized in the PCL phase and 

are denser than PLA, the DC conductivity of the PCL40CB4 composite is 
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lower than that of the CB4 composite. This is attributable to the 

homogeneous dispersion of the CB particles in the PCL domain stemming 

from the higher chemical affinity of CB to PCL to PLA (ωa~-3.41 < -1). 

Morphological and electrical property measurements showed that the 

PCLxCB4 composites have different structures with changes in the particle 

dispersion. The addition of the PCL phase changes the particle dispersion 

state in the composite as well as the particle localization characteristics in 

the ternary system, significantly affecting the electrical conductive 

performance of the composites. To investigate the physical structure of the 

PCLxCB4 composite further, the linear viscoelastic moduli (G’(ω), G’’(ω)) 

of the composites were measured in dynamic oscillatory frequency sweep 

mode depending on the PCL contents (Fig. 4.1.3(b)). The linear viscoelastic 

moduli (G’, G’’) at a low frequency (ω = 0.1 rad/s) were measured because 

the particle structure was reflected at moduli in the lower frequency region 

due to the slow relaxation behavior. The storage modulus (G’) of the 

composites at 0.1 rad/s is found to increase gradually as the PCL content is 

steadily increased (Fig. 4.1.3(b)), whereas the loss modulus (G’’) of the 

composites is less sensitive to the addition of PCL. Above a PCL 

concentration of 4 wt%, G’ in the low frequency region shows a trends 

similar to that found in the electrical conductivity measurements (Fig. 

4.1.3(a)), exhibiting nonmonotonous values depending on the PCL 

concentration (Fig. 4.1.3(b)). The ternary composite with 4 wt% PCL has a 

maximum G' value approximating the DC conductivity trend, and the value 

decreases at concentrations above 4 wt%. However, when more than 30 

wt% of PCL is employed, the modulus increases again due to the formation 

of the double-percolation structure. As shown here, linear viscoelastic 
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modulus, especially G’, is a very useful tool by which to glean information 

about structural changes of the composites; the most noticeable changes in 

G’ of PCL4CB4 may have been caused by the formation of CB networks 

within the composites. From the morphological, electrical and rheological 

observations, it was determined that PCL-induced particle aggregation is 

obtained in a limited range of PCL concentrations for 4 wt% CB in the 

PLA. Especially when CB and PCL have an equivalent composition (1:1), 

the DC conductivity reaches its maximum value, as indicated in Fig. 

4.1.3(a). To ascertain whether the composite can be improved in terms of 

the electrical conductivity further with a concentration of CB particles higher 

than 4 wt% while maintaining the mixing ratio of CB and PCL at 1:1, the 

concentration of CB was increased to 10 wt% CB. 

Figure 4.1.4 compares the electrical conductivity of the CBx binary and 

PCLxCBx ternary composites over a wide CB concentration range. For the 

ternary PCLxCBx composites, the composition of CB and the PCL phase 

was maintained as equivalent and the content of CB was varied up to 10 

wt% (x = 2~10). The DC conductivity of the binary composites increases 

abruptly at CB concentrations between 3 and 4 wt% due to the formation 

of electrical percolation (the value of the threshold is given in the next 

section). The DC conductivity of the binary composites increases to 4×10−3 

S/m with 13 wt% CB, whereas the conductivity of the ternary composites 

(PCL5CB5, PCL8CB8 and PCL10CB10) is increased by approximately three 

orders of magnitude relative to that of the binary composites. For example, 

the conductivity of PLA/CB5 is 1.2×10−5 S/m, whereas that of the ternary 

composite with 5 wt% PCL is 8×10−2 S/m. The conductivity of PCL4CB4 

(4×10−3 S/m) is similar to that of the binary composites with 13 wt% CB 
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(4.5×10−3 S/m). Furthermore, the ternary composites containing 5, 8, and 10 

wt% CB (and the PCL) showed conductivity levels in the range of 10−1–1 

S/m, values that cannot be achieved through a randomly dispersed structure 

of CB particles alone in binary composites.
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Fig. 4.1.3 (a) DC conductivity and (b) linear viscoelastic moduli (G’(ω) , 

G’’(ω) at frequency 0.1 rad/s) of the PCLxCB4 composites depending on 

the PCL content
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Fig. 4.1.4 DC conductivity levels of the PLA/CBx and PCLxCBx 

composites with various CB and PCL contents
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4.1.3. Electrical and rheological percolation analysis

The dispersion of CB particles in the composites was analyzed with SEM 

to determine the effects of the addition of a secondary phase (Table 4.1.1). 

The addition of a small amount of the secondary PCL phase increases the 

particle aggregates as well as the aspect ratio of the aggregate. In this 

section, the electrical and rheological percolation behaviors are analyzed to 

predict how the CB will be dispersed in the composite in the presence of 

PCL and how the network structure will form throughout the system to 

realize electrical conductive performance. 

In order to analyze the electrical percolation behavior of the CPCs, the 

DC conductivity levels of the ternary composites with 4 wt% PCL and the 

binary composites were compared, as shown in Figure 4.1.5. The DC 

conductivity of a composite (σdc) is correlated with the particle concentration 

(φ) according to the following power law relationship [41]. 

∝ 
                                               (4.1.3)

Here, φcσ is the threshold concentration and tσ is the critical exponent, 

which is related to the dimensionality of the composite system. The DC 

conductivity of the binary CBx and PCL4CBx composites was fitted with 

Equation (4.1.3) to determine the tσ and φcσ values of the two composites. 

The best fitting curves of the two composites are shown in Fig. 4.1.5(a) 

and Fig. 4.1.5(b), respectively. The values of tσ and φcσ for the two 

composite system are shown in Fig. 4.1.5 that he fitting parameters are φcσ 

= 3.73 wt% and 2.86 wt%, with tσ = 2.98 and 2.24 for the CBx and 

PCL4CBx composites, respectively. For the binary composites, the 

percolation threshold of 3.73 wt% is in good agreement with previous 
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studies (threshold: 3~5 wt % for other PLA/CB composite systems [10, 42]). 

Meanwhile, the ternary composites with 4 wt% PCL show a significant 

decrease in the percolation threshold from 3.73 wt% to 2.86 wt%, meaning 

that the CB particles start to undergo percolation with a smaller amount 

after the incorporation of the second phase of PCL. Additionally, it should 

be noted that the value of φcσ (2.86 wt%) of the ternary systems is 

significantly lower than those of currently reported CB/polymer composite 

systems [10, 43, 44], demonstrating the possibility of the realization of an 

electrical conductive biopolymer composite without sacrificing the mechanical 

properties. The critical exponent (tσ) also decreases from 2.98 to 2.24. This 

is generally related to the dimensionality of the percolation structure in the 

composite system. If the exponent is lower than 2.0, the percolation 

structure has a two-dimensional distribution [45]. For the composite 

investigated in this study, the exponents (2.98 and 2.24) are higher than 2.0, 

indicating a three-dimensional distribution regardless of the presence of PCL. 

However, the ternary composite still has a lower exponent, 2.24, in this 

case. In earlier work, CB particles underwent percolation at a lower 

concentration, resulting in lower percolation threshold and lower critical 

exponent value when the composite has the higher degree of aggregation (a 

high-order structure) or networking of the CB particles [41, 46, 47]. The 

value of tσ is close to 2.0 upon percolation formation with the higher 

structure of CB particles [47]. Thus, the reduction of the percolation 

threshold as well as the critical exponent tσ (from 2.98 to 2.24) of the 

composites is attributed to the formation of percolation with a high structure 

due to the incorporation of the secondary phase of PCL.
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Fig. 4.1.5 DC conductivity as a function of the CB loading: (a) CBx and 

(b) PCL4CBx. The insets are log–log plots of the conductivity vs. (φ−φcσ ). 

The dotted line in the plots and the linear line in the insets are the best fit 

data according to Equation (4.1.3).
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The power law scaling relationship can be again applied to the storage 

modulus (G’) at a low frequency (0.1 rad/s) to determine the threshold (φ

cG’) of the rheological percolation of the binary and ternary composites w/wo 

a secondary phase of PCL [48]. 

′∝  ′′                                         (4.1.4)

For this analysis, the G' values at a low frequency (0.1 rad/s) of the 

ternary PCL4CBx composites and the binary CBx composites were plotted 

as a function of CB content, as presented in Fig. 4.1.6. They were was 

fitted to Equation (4.1.4) to obtain tG’ and φcG’ of the composites via the 

same approach used for the DC conductivity. The fitting parameters of tG’ 

and φcG’ are also shown in Fig. 4.1.6 which shows that the values are φcG’ 

= 3.33 and 2.53 wt%, with tG’ = 3.8 and 2.07 for the two binary and 

ternary composites, respectively. It is important to note that the rheological 

percolation thresholds are lower than those of the electrical threshold 

regardless of the presence of PCL. Furthermore, the electrical and 

rheological percolation thresholds decrease with the addition of the secondary 

phase of PCL, meaning that the presence of PCL induces particle 

aggregation, as expected.

Electrical percolation requires the particle-particle distance to be less than 

10 nm so that electron hopping can occur throughout the network [46, 49]. 

Hence, it is important with regard to the electrical percolation for the 

interparticle distance to be close. On the other hand, as long as the 

interparticle distance is comparable to the diameter of random PLA coils 

(tens of nanometers), the CB particles are able to effectively to restrict the 

polymer chain motion. The particle dispersion structure will then 

significantly affect the rheological behaviors of the composite, which is 
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reflected in the rheological percolation [41]. In other words, rheological 

percolation will arise at a lower particle concentration because it reflects 

particle-polymer interaction as well as particle–particle interaction when the 

interparticle distance is close enough to limit the motion of the polymer 

chains (particle/polymer interaction). Meanwhile, electrical percolation takes 

place at a higher concentration of particles because the distance between the 

particles must be close enough to cause interparticle contact or electron 

hopping (particle/particle interaction). For this reason, the rheological 

threshold is lower than the electrical threshold.

This section showed that the addition of a small amount of a secondary 

phase PCL-induced particle aggregation, which decreases the particle 

concentration for the percolation threshold. As a result, it induces electrical 

conductivity into the ternary composite with the smaller concentration of 

particles compared to the binary composite. The binary composite system 

requires a higher concentration of the particles (CB13 for 10−3 σ/m) because 

the percolation structure forms only with randomly dispersed particles, in 

which the electron transfer is not sufficient due to the lower possibility of 

contact among the CB particles. In contrast, the PCL-induced aggregation of 

CB particles in the ternary composites can facilitate electron transfers more 

effectively due to the multiple contact spots (higher aspect ratio), resulting 

in an increase in the electrical DC conductivity with a smaller concentration 

of particles (PCL4CB4 for 10−3 σ/m). This suggests that a complex effect of 

the selective localization of particles in an immiscible system and the 

mixing ratio of the particles and the secondary phase can provide a way to 

control the particle percolation structure in a ternary composite system. As 

future work, it is necessary to investigate the role of a small amount of 
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secondary phase in a binary composite further, especially how it causes 

particles to form aggregates and whether it inter-connects between aggregates 

for an electron pathway. A better understanding of the structural changes of 

CB particles as induced by the presence of PCL and the interaction between 

the particles and the polymers in composites will be required to design new 

materials.
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Fig. 4.1.6 Storage modulus(G’) at 0.1 rad/s as a function of the CB 

loading: (a) CBx and (b) PCL4CBx. The insets are log–log plots of the 

modulus versus (φ−φcG’). The dashed line in the plots and the linear lines in 

the insets are best-fitted data according to Equation (4.1.4).
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4.2. Polymer/particle interaction-dependent structural changes

4.2.1. Morphology development

In order to obtain the secondary polymer-induced CB aggregation, the 

PLA/CB composite is blended with various polymers as secondary polymer 

with different chemical structure, in this case PCL, TPU and PP. In ternary 

composites, the particles are dispersed in one phase or at the interface 

between the two polymer phases according to the wetting coefficient 

(  
   , interfacial tensions between materials 

(, , and  ) are shown in Table 4.2.1) 

[50]. The wetting coefficient of CB in between the PLA and the secondary 

polymer is -3.4, -9.1, and -0.7 for the ternary composites with PCL, TPU 

and PP, respectively (Table 4.2.1). CB particles are expected to be dispersed 

in the PCL or TPU secondary phases in the ternary composite, while CB 

particles are localized near the interface in the ternary composite with PP. 

The chemical interaction between the CB and the secondary polymers can 

be determined using FT-IR spectra measurements and morphology of 

dispersion of CB particles in polymer matrix.

Fig. 4.2.1 shows the FT-IR spectra of four different polymers and their 

composites with 4 wt% CB. PCL, TPU and PP are generally considered to 

be non-polar polymers and PLA is known to be relatively polar [51-53]. 

Accordingly, for PCL, TPU and PP, the peak intensity between 2845 cm-1 

and 2950 cm-1 assigned to CH bonding in the aromatic and aliphatic carbon 

backbone is larger compared to that of PLA. Because non-polar particles 

have high affinity to non-polar polymers [54], the CB particles are expected 

to have higher affinity to PCL, TPU and PP compared to PLA. 
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Furthermore, the interaction between the CB and polymers can be 

confirmed by a peak shift of the functional groups after the addition of CB 

to the polymer [55]. PLA has functional groups such as carbonyl and ether 

(corresponding peaks at 1749 cm-1 and 1184 cm-1 in Fig. 4.2.1) [56]. PCL 

has carbonyl and ether groups with these characteristic peaks at 1723 cm-1 

and 1164 cm-1 (Fig. 4.2.1) [57]. There are functional groups such as 

carboxyl, lactone and quinone (1781 cm-1, 1229 cm-1 and 1063 cm-1) on the 

surface of CB (Fig. 4.2.1), which can form hydrogen bonds with polymers 

[55]. In particular, the characteristic peaks of C-O and C-O-C in TPU 

noticeably shifted towards lower wavenumbers from 1220 cm-1 to 1216 cm-1 

for C-O and from 1073 cm-1 to 1066 cm-1 for C-O-C with the addition of 

CB, which suggests that hydrogen bonds formed between the CB and ether 

groups in the TPU (Fig. 4.2.1) [58]. In this regard, CB is expected to have 

the strongest affinity with TPU.

The interaction between CB and polymers constituting the composite 

systems that show polymer-induced particle aggregation is also able to be 

qualitatively estimated through investigating dispersion of CB particles in 

polymer matrix and their rheological and electrical properties (Fig. 4.2.2). In 

Fig. 4.2.2(a-c), dispersion state of CB particles in PLA, PCL and TPU 

matrix was compared. Because three different polymer composites were 

prepared using fixed CB concentration and the same internal batch mixer 

under identical hydrodynamic conditions (same rotor speed, adjusted matrix 

viscosity), dispersion states of CB particles are predicted to be exclusively 

affected by the interfacial interaction between particles and polymer matrix. 

As shown in Fig. 4.2.2(a-c), CB particles are self-aggregated and their size 

(αagg.) is different according to matrix polymer used. The aggregate size (α
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agg.) is in the sequence of PLA/CB5 (162) > PCL/CB5 (67) > TPU/CB5 

(21). And, normalized terminal slopes (=terminal slopecomposite/terminal 

slopematrix) of G’(ω) from small amplitude oscillation test (Fig. 4.2.2(d)) and 

dc electrical conductivity of three binary composite are compared in Fig. 

4.2.2(e). As shown in Fig. 4.2.2(e), for TPU/CB5 composite the normalized 

slope of G’ at low frequency region is 0.7. Meanwhile, normalized slope of 

PCL/CB5 and PLA/CB5 is decreased to 0.56 and 0.48, respectively. The 

deviation of the normalized slope from 1.0 is known to be caused by the 

existence of rigid particle, and lowest normalized terminal slope of 

PLA/CB5 indicates that largest particle aggregates are formed in the 

PLA/CB5 composite. Accordingly, the electrical conductivity of PLA/CB5 is 

highest among three different composites due to the role of larger 

aggregates as particle networks where electrons pass. Therefore, because the 

smaller the interaction between the particles and the matrix polymer, the 

aggregates are formed at a lower particle concentration, it is confirmed that 

the interaction between CB particle and TPU is highest and followed by 

PCL and PLA.
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Fig. 4.2.1 FTIR spectrum of CB particles and neat polymers (PLA, PCL 

TPU and PP) and their composites with 4 wt% CB
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Fig. 4.2.2 Plots for investigating interaction between CB particles and 

polymers used; (a) PLA with 5 wt% CB composite, (b)  PCL with 5 wt% 

CB composite, (c) TPU with 5 wt% CB composite, (d) storage modulus 

(G’(ω)) from small amplitude oscillation test ((I) neat PLA, (II) neat PCL 

and (III) neat TPU and their composites with 5 wt% CB) and (e) 

normalized terminal slope (=terminal slopecomposite/terminal slopematrix) of G’(ω) 

and dc conductivity of composites. Inset tables in (a-c) are αagg. of CB 

aggregates in matrix. 
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To determine whether such strong affinity of the secondary polymer to 

CB induces CB aggregation, morphology observations were carried out. Fig. 

4.2.3 shows SEM and TEM images of a binary composite of PLA with 4 

wt% CB and ternary composites with 4 wt% CB and 4 wt% of a secondary 

polymer (PCL, TPU and PP), and the results of a quantitative analysis are 

summarized in Table 4.2.1. In Fig. 4.2.3(a, e), the CB particles form 

relatively small aggregates. The area ratio of the aggregates relative to a 

single particle (αagg.) is 74 [-]. In addition, according to the insets in Fig. 

4.2.3 and to Table 4.2.1, CB aggregates are uniformly distributed in the 

PLA matrix, with a size smaller than αagg ~300 [-]. When 4 wt% PCL is 

added, the aggregates are expanded and the average size of αagg. increases 

significantly to 512 [-]. CB particles diffuse in the vicinity of the PCL 

phase and are induced to form aggregates (PCL-induced CB aggregates). 

When 4 wt% TPU is added, the TPU also induces the formation of CB 

aggregates, as does PCL. However, the TPU-induced CB aggregates (αagg. 

~1007 [-]) are larger than the PCL-induced aggregate. The size distribution 

of the TPU-induced aggregates is broad; 87 % of the aggregates are larger 

than αagg ~300 [-] (Table 4.2.2), in contrast to the PCL-added ternary 

composite, showing 45% of the aggregates larger than αagg ~300 [-]. On the 

other hand, after the addition of 4 wt% PP, CB particles are localized at 

the interface between the PP droplet and the PLA matrix. Particles line up 

along the interface rather than inducing particle aggregation (Fig. 4.2.3(d, 

h)). FTIR-spectra and morphological observations show that the induced CB 

aggregates are formed only when the CB particles exhibit high affinity to 

the second polymer and at the same time the polymer is highly compatible 

with the PLA matrix (Table 4.2.1). As evidenced by the aggregate size in 
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the TPU-added ternary composite, if the affinity between the particles and 

the secondary polymer becomes stronger, the ternary composite forms larger 

induced-aggregates. Such a significant change in the particle dispersion in 

the ternary composite will affects electrical conductivity and ductility of 

PLA. Moreover, Fig. 4.2.3(b, c) suggests that the difference in the particle 

aggregate structure results in a large difference in the performance of PLA, 

which will be investigated in the following Chapters. 
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Fig. 4.2.3 SEM and TEM images of ternary composites with various 

types of secondary polymers. SEM and TEM micrographs of CB4 (a, e), 

PCL4CB4 (b, f), TPU4CB4 (c, g), and PP4CB4 (d, h). Insets are the size 

distributions of the particle aggregates.

  

Table 4.2.1 Interfacial tension between the components and the wetting 

coefficient (ωa) calculated from equation (1) [24, 40, 59, 60]

    

composites method
interfacial tension [mN/m] wetting coefficient,

 ωa[-]γmatrix-CB γdispersed-CB γmatrix-dispersed

PLA/PCL/CB
at180°C

geometric mean
equation

13.4 9.6 1.1 -3.4 

PLA/TPU/CB
at200°C

geometric mean
equation

13.4 8.8 0.5 -9.1 

PLA/PP/CB
at180°C

geometric mean
equation

13.4 0.9 18.8 -0.7 
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Table 4.2.2 Number and weight-average of αagg. and corresponding 

distribution

Composites
αagg.[-] 　 frequency of size

number-
average

weight-
average 　<300 [-] >300 [-]

CB4 74 152 　100% 0%

PCL4CB4 512 1498 55% 45%

TPU4CB4 1007 1761 　13% 87%

PP4CB4 87 104 　100% 0%
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4.2.2. Fractal analysis of CB aggregates

An image analysis was conducted with 2D-projected SEM images of the 

composites to discern the details of the structural characteristics of 

aggregates. Fig. 4.2.4 shows the mass (M) and size (R) of all CB 

aggregates dispersed in the binary and ternary composites, which exhibits a 

power-law scaling relationship of M~RDm, where M and R are the mass and 

radius of aggregates, respectively (details in Chapter 3) and Dm is the mass 

fractal dimension of the aggregate [61]. From an analysis of Dm, the 

cluster-cluster aggregation process can be examined. As Dm moves lower, 

aggregates form a high-order structure with a high specific surface area 

through the aggregation process different from that of low-order structure 

[62]. The Dm value of the binary CB4 is 2.41, which is an good agreement 

with previous studies involving identical particles (Dm ~ 2.35 if there is no 

strong interaction between particles) [63]. The Dm of the ternary composite 

is 2.18 for both PCL4CB4 and TPU4CB4, which indicates that the induced 

CB aggregates form a high-order structure through the aggregation process 

different from the CB aggregation process in the binary composite. 

The aggregation process of particle aggregates in binary and ternary 

composites can be differentiated through a fractal scaling relationship of the 

critical strain () and storage modulus (′) with the particle content () 

[61]: 


～  

   

                                                (4.2.1)

′～  
  

                                                (4.2.2)

Here,  is the backbone fractal and  is the fractal dimension of the 
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aggregates. For this approach, an oscillatory strain sweep test and an 

oscillatory frequency sweep test were carried out with binary and ternary 

composites with different CB contents. ′ is taken from the storage 

modulus (G’(ω)) at 0.1 rad/s (not shown here).   is determined at the 

strain where G’ shows strain-softening behavior, as indicated in Fig. 4.2.5 

(a-c) [64]. In addition,   for the three cases is plotted in the insets of Fig. 

4.2.5(d-f). The CBx binary composites show a scaling relationship of 

′～ and ～ . The ternary composites with PCL show a scaling 

relationship of and ′～, ～  and the ternary composites with 

TPU show ′～ and ～ . 
From equations (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), the calculated  value are 2.14, 1.79 

and 1.80 for CBx, PCL4CBx and TPU4CBx, respectively. If the scaling 

relationship and the fractal dimension () of the fractal colloidal gel are 

correspondingly (1) ′～ ±  and =1.75, particle aggregates 

agglomerate according to diffusion-limited cluster-cluster aggregation (DLCA), 

meaning that a collision between clusters always results in the formation of 

a bond between them due to sufficient interaction [65]. Meanwhile, (2) if 

′～ ±  and =2.1±0.1, particles aggregate based on reaction-limited 

cluster-cluster aggregation (RLCA). Thus, the binary composite (CBx) forms 

particle percolation through the RLCA process and the ternary composite 

with 4 wt% PCL and TPU form particle percolation by the DLCA process. 

This means that the addition of a secondary polymer (PCL, TPU) with 

strong chemical affinity to the CB changes the aggregation process of CB 

particles in the PLA matrix from RLCA to DLCA. Despite the fact that 

both PCL4CB4 and TPU4CB4 have the same value of Dm (~2.18), the 
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average values of R and M for each composite differ. For PCL4CB4, The R 

and M values are 2.8 and 7.8, respectively, lower than the corresponding 

values of 3.0 and 8.4 for TPU4CB4. 
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Fig. 4.2.4 Mass (M)-size (R) plot. The inset table lists the fractal 

dimension (Dm) of each composite. As the deviation of Dm exceeds 3.0, 

the CB aggregates show a higher structure.
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Fig. 4.2.5 Plots of a fractal rheological model of binary and ternary 

composites with different CB contents: (a, b, c) storage modulus G’ vs. 

shear strain γ at a constant frequency of 1 rad/s. Vertical lines in Figure 

(a,b,c) demonstrate the critical strain (). (d, e, f) logG’0 vs. logφ at 0.1 

rad/s. The insets are log   vs. logφ plots. 
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In order to distinguish the structural characteristics of the aggregates more 

closely, the aspect ratio (AR) and perimeter (P) of the aggregates were 

calculated. As shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2.6, the aspect ratio is the ratio 

of the long and short axes of the equivalent ellipse and the perimeter (P) is 

the perimeter of the aggregate silhouette. The perimeter and aggregate size 

(for this, αagg. was used) of all CB aggregates dispersed in binary and 

ternary composites are plotted in a single graph in Fig. 4.2.6, Which shows 

a scaling relationship (～  , Where P and A are the perimeter and 

particle aggregate size, respectively, and Dp is the perimeter-based fractal 

dimension [66]. If aggregates having the same aagg show a different 

perimeter, the composite with the higher perimeter will have aggregates with 

a more irregular or rugged shape, forming higher-order structures with high 

specific area. The CB aggregates in the binary composite (CB4) have a 

relationship of P~A0.64 (Dp/2 = 0.64). The scaling parameter increases for the 

ternary composite with PCL to P~A0.73 (Dp/2 = 0.73). As Dp deviates from 

1.0, the CB aggregates show a more irregular and rugged shape, deviating 

from spherical. According to earlier work [67], Dp is 1.14-1.21 for 

ellipsoidal aggregates, and it increases to range of 1.27-1.33 for linearly 

extended aggregates. it exceeds 1.32 for aggregates with a acicular shape or 

branched (open) structure. As shown in Fig. 4.2.6, CB aggregates in the 

binary composite (CB4) increase irregularity from ellipsoidal to a linear form 

[63]. For ternary composites with PCL or TPU, CB aggregates become 

more irregular, forming higher-order structures. PCL4CB4 has a high value 

of Dp (~1.45) compared to other composites, resulting in a percolation 

structure with higher connectivity, leading to higher electrical conductivity 

than in other composites (will be discussed more in section 4.2.3). 
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Meanwhile, CB aggregates in the TPU4CB4 composite are found to have 

higher aspect ratio (~2.38) compared to CB4 or PCL4CB4. As a result, 

TPU4CB4 has also a relatively higher Dp (~1.40), which will lead to lower 

electrical percolation threshold than other composites (will be discussed more 

in section 4.2.3). 

Through a fractal analysis using SEM images and rheological analysis, it 

is confirmed that PCL and TPU provide sufficient interaction between the 

CB particles, and the formation process of the aggregates changes to DLCA. 

In addition, it is verified that the CB aggregates of ternary composites form 

a high-order structure. Ternary composites with different secondary polymers 

are found to exhibit different structural characteristics, a feature that likely 

depends on the affinity of the CB particles and the secondary polymers.
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Fig. 4.2.6 Plots of perimeter vs. αagg. of CB aggregates in binary and 

ternary composites with PCL or TPU. The inset table lists the 

perimeter-based fractal dimension (Dp) for the composites and averaged 

aspect ratio of CB aggregates. The inset image describes how the aspect 

ratio and perimeter were measured.
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4.2.3. Electrical, mechanical and rheological properties

The mechanical properties of neat PLA, of the binary and ternary 

composites are shown in Fig. 4.2.7 and summarized in Table 4.2.3. The 

ternary composites show a significant improvement in the mechanical 

performance compared to the pure PLA, the binary composite and even a 

blend of PLA with PCL, TPU, or PP (Fig. 4.2.7). This outcome is closely 

related to the formation of secondary polymer-induced CB aggregation. 

As shown in the stress-strain curve (Fig. 4.2.7(a)), neat PLA shows a 

brittle failure with 20% elongation at break (εb). The binary composite with 

4 wt% CB shows yielding behavior and εb increases to 57.6%. During the 

tensile deformation, the homogeneous dispersion of CB aggregates generates 

homogeneous microvoids caused by debonding between the aggregate and 

the matrix. The creation of these microvoids leads to concentrated 

deformation and the release of fracture energy around the particles, causing 

a brittle-ductile transition [68]. Through the SEM images of the stretched 

CB4 specimen (Fig. 4.2.8(a, d)), it can be seen that voids with tens to 

several hundred nanometers in size form around the CB particles throughout 

the composite. As mentioned above, void toughening that occurred in CB4 

requires well-dispersion of particles. The elongation at break of binary 

composite with 5 wt% CB decreases again to 32 % and shows brittle 

failure (not shown here) due to the irregularly formed larger aggregates (Fig. 

4.2.2).

If CB particles are induced to aggregate by a secondary phase after the 

addition of PCL or TPU, the composites show remarkable ductile behavior. 

This is due to not only the addition of a ductile secondary polymer (εb of 

PCL and TPU > 600% [69, 70]) but also the formation of induced-CB 
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aggregates. As shown in Fig. 4.2.7(c), εb of the ternary composites (filled 

bars) increases significantly compared to that in the PLA/PCL or PLA/TPU 

blend (open bars). Fig. 4.2.8(b, c) shows that the CB aggregates elongated 

in the tensile direction are evenly distributed throughout the matrix. The 

high-magnification images indicate that the secondary phase between CB 

particles is elongated in the tensile direction inside the aggregates (arrows in 

Fig. 4.2.8 (e-f)). The stress concentrated on the aggregates is released due 

to the elongation of the secondary polymer, resulting in ductile behavior of 

the composite. In addition, εb of the ternary composite with TPU4CB4 is 

larger than that with PCL4CB4 because the TPU-induced CB aggregates are 

larger in terms of the aspect ratio and size such that much stronger bonds 

are formed between the CBs. Given that Young’s modulus is affected by 

the size of the reinforcement filler [69], the Young’s modulus of the ternary 

composites with TPU4CB4 is larger than that of the composites with 

PCL4CB4. The tensile strength decreases due to the lower strength of PCL 

and TPU. Meanwhile, if CB aggregates are localized at the interface with 

the addition of 4 wt% PP, εb instead decreases. This may be caused by the 

incompatibility between the PLA and PP and the poor bonding of the CB 

aggregates between the phases. A mechanical observation shows that the 

secondary polymer-induced CB aggregates are significantly advantageous in 

terms of their ability to improve the mechanical properties, especially the 

ductility, of the composites tested here.
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Fig. 4.2.7 (a) Representative stress-strain curves of binary and ternary 

composites (the inset image shows a plot at low-strain region), (b) 

elongation at break (εb) of neat PLA, CB4, PCL4CB4, TPU4CB4 and 

PP4CB4 (the inset image shows the elongated specimens after tensile 

testing); and (c) elongation at break (εb) of non-filled blends (open bars) 

and CB-filled composites (filled bars)
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Table 4.2.3 Tensile properties (Young’s modulus (E), tensile strength(σt) 

and elongation at break(εb)) of neat PLA, binary and ternary composites

System E [GPa] YS [MPa] EB [%]

neat PLA 3.2 73.2 21.5
CB4 3.4 73.1 57.6
PCL4CB4 3.7 56.3 110.8
TPU4CB4 3.8 62.7 211.2
PP4CB4 3.3 58.7 18.0
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Fig. 4.2.8 SEM images of elongated specimens after tensile tests: (a, d) 

low- and high-magnification images of CB4, (b, e) PCL4CB4, and (c, f) 

TPU4CB4
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An analysis of the bulk electrical and rheological properties of the 

composites provides more details about the formation of three-dimensional 

percolation structure of CB aggregates. The dielectric properties and the 

electrical DC conductivity (σdc) of the PLA/CB binary and ternary 

composites with 4 wt% PCL, TPU and PP are plotted in Fig. 4.2.9 and 

Fig. 4.2.10. When 4 wt% PCL is added to a binary composite at a fixed 4 

wt% CB concentration, the electrical conductivity increases remarkably from 

1x10-7 S/m to 4x10-3 S/m (Fig. 4.2.9(b)), which arises from networking of 

PCL-induced CB aggregates. For the ternary composite with 4 wt% TPU, 

the electrical conductivity increases by more than three orders of magnitude 

for the same reason (Fig. 4.2.9(c)). Meanwhile, for PP4CB4, the CB 

aggregates are mostly localized at the interface. If PP drops do not come 

into contact with each other, the result is electrical insulation, leading to 

lower the electrical conductivity than that in the binary composite (CB4) 

including a homogeneous distribution of aggregates (3.2x10-10 for PP4CB4 

vs. 1.0x10-7 S/m for CB4). This shows that secondary polymer-induced CB 

aggregation more effectively enhances the electrical conductivity than the 

selective localization of aggregates at the interface between two polymers. 

Fig. 4.2.10(a, b) presents the dielectric response of the binary composites 

with various CB contents as a function of the frequency. The dielectric 

constant of neat PLA is 6.6 at 10 kHz, whereas that of CB3 and CB4 

composites is as high as 12.1 and 52.4. The increase in the dielectric 

constant of the composites is primarily attributed to the role of the CB 

particles dispersed throughout the matrix as a nano-capacitor, which gives 

rise to interfacial polarization due to the formation of space charges at the 

interface between the particles and the matrix [71]. The dielectric constant 
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of CB5, CB8.5 and CB13 at 10 Hz increases further, and up to higher than 

2000 for the CB13 composite. This is due to the formation of a large 

aggregate structure with large interfacial area above the percolation threshold 

(~4 wt%, Section 4.1). For ternary composites with a fixed particle 

concentration, the dielectric constant of the composite will also increase as 

the interfacial area between the particles and the matrix increases. The 

dielectric constant increases from 52.4 for CB4 to 305.4 and 1071.5 at 10 

kHz for PCL4CB4 and TPU4CB4, respectively, meaning that the induced 

CB aggregates have a larger interfacial area (Fig. 4.2.10(c)). Notably, 

TPU4CB4 shows a larger dielectric constant than PCL4CB4, implying that 

the CB aggregates with a larger effective volume than that of PCL4CB4 

serve as a micro-capacitor in the composite. The dielectric constant of 

PP4CB4 is reduced to 32.3 at 10 kHz, indicating that interfacial localized 

CB aggregates do not have a larger interfacial area than the secondary 

polymer-induced CB aggregates.

  In addition, the sign of the dielectric constant ε’(ω) of both the PCL4CB4 

and TPU4CB4 composites as well as binary composites with CB particles 

above percolation threshold changes from negative to positive as the 

frequency increases. A negative dielectric constant is attributed to charge 

delocalization on the macroscopic scale due to the formation of continuous 

conducting pathways in the composite [72]. Moreover, negative dielectric 

constant behavior also can be described by Drude model [73]: 

′   
  






                                             (4.2.3)
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                                                 (4.2.4)

 


  

                                                  (4.2.5)

where  is the damping constant,     is plasma angular frequency, 

the frequency with which electrons oscillate (plasma oscillation),   is 

angular frequency of applied electric field,  is effective concentration of 

free electron,  is effective mass of electron, e is electron charge (1.6 x 

10-19 C), and ≈  is switching frequency where dielectric constant 

changes from negative to positive. To get an approximate expression for the 

Drude dielectric function, the condition  ≫  is often used, leading to 

≈  [74]. As follows from Equation (3), when   is larger than  , the 

composites behave as an ordinary dielectric medium. However, when   is 

smaller than  , the dielectric constant becomes negative. From Equation 

(4),   is found to depend on the . The observed values of   for 

binary composites increased with increasing amount of CB with the 

sequence of CB13(251 Hz) > CB8.5(100 Hz) > CB5(1Hz), which is 

acceptable due to the higher total electron concentration and larger effective 

density of free electrons because the percolation network is formed at higher 

CB contents (Chapter 4.1). Meanwhile, the dielectric constant of ternary 

composites with PCL and TPU shows a negative value despite only with 4 

wt% CB contents, but the observed   value of PCL4CB4 are higher than 

that of TPU4CB4 (approximately 400 vs. 40 Hz (Fig. 4.2.10(c)). This means 

that although the total electron concentration of fillers remains constant in 

both ternary systems as the total CB content is fixed at 4 wt%, the addition 

of PCL rather than TPU brings about more effective free carriers in CB 
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networks, leading to the increase in . This result indicates that   is 

closely linked to the formation of a three-dime nsional structure [72], and 

higher   of PCL4CB4 is attributed to the formation of more continuous 

and highly conductive network.

  For dielectric loss (ε’’(ω)), binary composites with the CB content above 

4 wt% show ε’’(ω) several orders of magnitude higher than that of neat 

PLA, and the values are proportional to ω-1 and show DC conductance due 

to the formation of percolated structure (Fig. 4.2.9(b)). Also, ε’’(ω) of 

ternary composites with PCL and TPU is several orders of magnitude higher 

than that of CB4 and proportional to ω-1 with a DC conductance behavior 

(Fig. 4.2.9(d)), as the induced CB aggregates act as conducting pathways. 

This is observed more pronouncedly in PCL4CB4. Therefore, the PCL4CB4 

composite can be expected to have a three-dimensional CB structure and 

more direct conducting pathways, which is evaluated from a larger value of 

both   and the dielectric loss compared to the other composites. These 

outcomes are attributed to the size distribution of the CB aggregates in the 

PCL4CB4 composite. For the binary composite, most CB aggregates are 

typically smaller than those in the ternary composites and are distributed 

relatively homogeneously (αagg.< 300 [-]), while the size distribution of the 

aggregates in TPU4CB4 shifts to a larger range (αagg.> 300 [-]). On the 

other hand, both small and large aggregates coexisted in PCL4CB4. Small 

particle aggregates can bridge the junctions between large particle aggregates 

and form direct pathways [32, 75, 76], leading to a rapid increase in the 

electrical conductivity above the percolation threshold as do the composites 

filled with both large and small conducting particles. As shown in Fig. 

4.2.9, the thresholds   of the composites are 3.73 wt% for CBx, 2.86 
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wt% for PCL4CBx and 2.29 wt% for TPU4CBx. Above  , the 

conductivity of the ternary composites increases remarkably with increasing 

the content of CB compared to the binary composite. Specifically, the 

PCL4CBx ternary composite shows a greater increase in the conductivity 

because it is more likely that direct conductive pathways will form 

considering even distribution of small and large aggregates. The lower   

of the TPU-added composite (~2.29) compared to that of PCL composite (~ 

2.86) is due to the higher aspect ratio of its aggregates. (Fig. 4.2.6)
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Fig. 4.2.9 (a) Electrical DC conductivity as a function of CB content at 

25 ℃; (a) CBx, (b) PCL4CBx and (c) TPU4CBx. The inset images are 

log-log plots of the conductivity vs. ( ). The dashed line in the plot 

and the linear line in the inset are the best fitting curves according to 

Equation (4.1.3) 
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Fig. 4.2.10 Dielectric constant (ε’(ω)) and dielectric loss (ε’’(ω)) of (a, b) 

neat PLA and binary composites with various CB contents and (c, d) PLA 

with fixed 4 wt% CB composites according to the addition of various types 

of secondary polymers (4 wt% of PCL, TPU and PP) at 25 ℃
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The addition of the secondary polymer significantly facilitates the 

formation of electron pathways and reduces the percolation threshold, and 

outcomes are attributed to the particle dispersion structure formed with 

various structural features depending on the interaction between the 

secondary polymer and the CB particles. The particle dispersion structure 

with various structural features is reflected in the rheological properties. 

Fig. 4.2.11 shows the dynamic viscoelastic properties of the neat PLA, 

CB4, PCL4CB4 and TPU4CB4. The G’ plots overlap regardless of the 

addition of particles and the secondary polymer in the high-frequency region, 

where the matrix determines the viscoelasticity. G’ at a low frequency, 

which reflects the characteristics of the particle structure, increases 

significantly after the addition of 4 wt% CB particles. It increases once 

again after the addition of PCL and TPU due to particle aggregation. The 

terminal slope is also reduced from 1.00 of CB4 to 0.52 and 0.46 for 

PCL4CB4 and TPU4CB4, respectively, which indicates that induced 

aggregates form after the addition of PCL and TPU. Compared to G’, the 

loss modulus (G’’(ω)) of the composites shows a marginal difference 

between different type of composites, meaning that G' sensitively reflects the 

occurrence of particle percolation in the composites. 

The percolation structure of the ternary composites fabricated through the 

addition of PCL and TPU are more distinguishable if replotting the linear 

viscoelasticity with a van Gurp-Palmen plot (phase angle vs. complex 

modulus). For a linear polymer, the van Gurp-Palmen plot produces a 

monotonically decreasing function with an increase in G* [77]. In addition, 

percolation induces a substantial drop in the phase angle at a lower modulus 

[77]. Fig. 4.2.11(c) shows van Gurp-Palmen plots of the neat PLA, binary 
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and ternary composites. For the neat PLA, the phase angle decreases 

monotonically from 90˚ with an increase of G*. With the addition of 4 

wt% CB particles, the phase angle begins to drop slightly due to the 

increased elastic contribution caused by the presence of solid particles. When 

the secondary polymer is added (except for PP), the ternary composites 

show a remarkable change in the curve shape, from viscous liquid-like to 

elastic solid-like behavior, via a down shift to a small phase angle in a 

low-modulus region. This indicates the beginning of the build-up of particle 

percolation through induced aggregation. Among the ternary composites, the 

phase angle of TPU4CB4 is the lowest, indicating the formation of a 

CB-percolated structure with a large effective volume throughout the 

composite.
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Fig. 4.2.11 (a) Storage modulus (G’), (b) loss modulus (G’’) and (c) van 

Gurp-Palmen plot: phase angle (δ) vs. complex modulus (|G*|) for neat 

PLA, binary and ternary composites with different secondary polymers at 

180 ℃
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4.3. Mixing protocol-dependent structural changes

In this section, a ternary composite system (PLA/PCL/CB) is investigated 

to understand how a secondary PCL phase with higher affinity to CB than 

PLA affects the particle dispersion and electrical conductivity of the 

composite with a small amount of PCL (section 4.3.1). For a ternary 

composite with a fixed concentration of CB and PCL, the effect of mixing 

method on the particle aggregation is investigated based on morphology 

analysis (section 4.3.1). The particle structure of the ternary composite is 

characterized based on an electrical and rheological analysis (section 4.3.2).

4.3.1. Morphological and electrical properties

4.3.1.1 Binary and ternary composites

PLA/CB binary composites display electrical conductivity when the 

amount of CB exceeds a certain threshold. Fig. 4.3.1(a) presents the DC 

conductivity (σdc) of the composites depending on the concentration of CB 

(φCB), from 0 to 13 wt.%. The σdc of binary composite shows a scaling 

behavior depending on the CB content when it exceeds an electrical 

threshold of 3.73% CB (σdc ~ φCB
2.98, as discussed in section 4.1). When a 

certain amount of the secondary PCL phase (4 wt%), which has higher 

chemical affinity to particles than the PLA matrix, is added to these binary 

composites, the ternary composite of PLA/PCL/CB shows different electrical 

performance depending on the CB content (σdc ~ φCB
2.24 with the addition of 

4 wt% PCL (section 4.1)). Additionally, the composite shows a significant 

increase in the σdc value. The σdc of the 4 wt% CB/PLA composite 

increases from 1×10−7 S/m to 4×10−3 S/m with 4 wt% PCL (Chapter 4.1). 

In addition to the effect of a small amount of the secondary PCL phase on 
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the electrical performance which outruns that of the binary composites, when 

a composite contains CB and PCL at an equivalent mixing ratio, it shows a 

pronounced increase in the electrical conductivity (σdc ~ φCB
3.96, as shown in 

Fig. 4.3.1(a). Fig. 4.3.1(a) shows the σdc of ternary composites 

(B_PCLxCBx) depending on the PCL or CB content. The σdc of the ternary 

composites increases by approximately four orders of magnitude compared to 

the binary composites above the electrical threshold. This outcome is 

attributed to PCL-induced self-aggregation of CB particles. As shown in Fig. 

4.3.1(a), the average aggregate size (αagg.) of the ternary composite is 

significantly increased with the increase in CB content compared to that of 

the binary composite. When φCB increases from 3 to 5 wt%, αagg. of the 

ternary composite increases from 400 to 1100 (for binary composite, from 

68 to 160) (Table 4.3.1). Interestingly, the perimeter and aspect ratio of the 

aggregates also increase rapidly (Table 4.3.1), meaning that the CB 

aggregates become more irregular in shape and extend around neighboring 

aggregates to form percolation. As shown in Fig. 4.3.1(b), the composite 

with 4 wt% CB and 4 wt% PCL shows that the aggregates with irregular 

shapes are gathered to form a temporary network. Above 4 wt% CB, the 

aggregate size exceeds a few micrometers, forming a network of the 

aggregates. For B_PCL8CB8 (Fig. 4.3.1(c)), the aggregates are densely 

agglomerated, and it is even difficult to select individual aggregates. Above 

4 wt% CB, the concentration of CB becomes saturated, forming a 

percolation structure with high σdc. To discriminate the effect of 

PCL-induced CB aggregation on percolation formation clearly, the 

concentration of the model composite is fixed at 4 wt% CB and PCL.
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Fig. 4.3.1 (a) DC conductivity (σdc) and average aggregate size (αagg.) of 

B_CBx binary and B_PCLxCBx ternary composites depending on the PCL 

or CB content. As indicated in (b), each aggregate dispersed in the 

composite was selected and examined to characterize the aggregate size. (c) 

B_PCL8CB8 was difficult to characterize due to uncertain boundaries of the 

aggregates and the expanded percolated structure.
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Table 4.3.1 Geometric characteristics (αagg, perimeter, aspect ratio) of CB 

aggregates in B_composites depending on the content of the CB and PCL 

phase.

Systems
αagg.[-] Perimeter [nm] Aspect Ratio[-]

number-
averaged

weight-
averaged

number-
averaged

weight-
averaged

number-
averaged

weight-
averaged

B_CB3 68 120 1170 1520 1.8 1.9

B_CB4 74 150 1440 1810 1.9 2.0

B_CB5 160 300 1620 2220 1.9 2.1

B_PCL3CB3 400 780 3480 4780 2.0 2.3

B_PCL4CB4 510 1500 3980 7180 2.1 2.4

B_PCL5CB5 1100 2300 7730 13730 2.3 2.6
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4.3.1.2 Effect of high-shear force on the morphology of CB and 

PCL 

During the mixing process of the ternary composite, mechanical shear 

force critically affects the dispersion of CB and the secondary phase. In this 

complicated process, CB particles aggregate in the vicinity of the secondary 

PCL phase due to its chemical preference to PCL relative to PLA. It can 

be assumed that the CB particles will have more chances to diffuse into the 

PCL phase, leading to a homogeneous distribution of CB in the PCL 

domain as the size of the PCL phase is reduced, and the formation of 

connections between the CB aggregates can be realized as the CB content 

further increases. In addition, the effect of mixing conditions on CB 

aggregate formation in a ternary composite with a fixed composition 

(PLA/PCL4/CB4) is tested under diverse mixing processes with different 

shearing force levels. In this section, two batch mixers with different designs 

(an internal batch mixer (B) and a high-shear kneading mixer (H)) are 

employed to fabricate the composites through single-step or two-step mixing 

processes (Table. 3.1.2.) 

Before the ternary composite is studied with these mixers, the dispersion 

of the PCL phase or CB particles is investigated to determine different 

dispersion characteristics of the mixer. Fig. 4.3.2 compares SEM images of 

the binary composites (4 wt% CB) and the PLA/PCL blends (4 wt% PCL) 

fabricated by the internal batch mixer (B_CB4 and B_PCL4) and by the 

high-shear kneading process machine (H_CB4 and H_PCL4). The 

number-averaged drop size of B_PCL4 (~0.51 µm) is larger than that of 

H_PCL4 (~0.35 µm) (Fig. 4.3.2 inset). In addition, the number-averaged size 

of the particle aggregate of B_CB4 (~74) is larger than that of H_CB4 
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(~68) (Fig. 4.3.2 inset). As expected, the high-shear force mixing of the 

PCL/PLA leads to a blend with a smaller drop size due to dominant 

breakup behavior against coalescence under high shear. 

The composite also shows a distribution of smaller aggregates even with 

a short mixing time under high-shear mixing, resulting in an insulation 

conductivity level (~10−10 S/m for H_CB4, while it is 10−7 S/m for B_CB4). 

Despite the decreased aggregate size, the particle aggregates are not close 

enough to contact with neighboring aggregates. The results of this test (Fig. 

4.3.2) demonstrate that the dispersion of CB particles (or the secondary PCL 

phase) can be affected by the mixing method. A simple homogeneous 

dispersion of small aggregates is not desirable for CBC fabrication, as 

previous studies indicate that less mixing is required to obtain a composite 

with high aggregate structure [78-80]. The mixing procedures for conductive 

composites must be carefully controlled to avoid excessive dispersion of the 

CB particles and a lack of dispersion of the secondary phase.
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Fig. 4.3.2 SEM images of the fractured surface of (a, b) PLA/PCL 

blends (PCL4) and (c, d) 4 wt% CB/PLA binary composites (CB4) prepared 

by batch mixing and high-shear kneading processing
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4.3.1.3 Morphological and electrical properties of composites 

depending on mixing methods

Ternary composites containing fixed content of CB and PCL (4PCL and 

4CB) are produced with different mixers and mixing sequences. Fig. 4.3.3 

shows SEM images of these ternary composites depending on the mixing 

method, and the corresponding σdc are compared in Fig. 4.3.4. Regardless of 

the mixing method used, the addition of the secondary PCL phase (4 wt.%) 

remarkably induces CB aggregation compared to H_CB4 or B_CB4 (Fig. 

4.3.2). In addition to the PCL-induced CB aggregation, the ternary 

composites have CB aggregates of noticeably different structures depending 

on the mixing method. As observed in Fig. 4.3.2, B_PCL4CB4 fabricated at 

a lower shear mixing condition shows more particle aggregation than 

H_PCL4CB4 (Fig. 4.3.3(a, b)). As for mixing sequence, CB aggregates in 

ternary composites fabricated via single-step mixing are more scattered and 

show more disconnections between the aggregates compared to the 

composite via the two-step mixing process. During two-step mixing, both 

PCL and CB are mixed sequentially under the assumption that a 

homogeneous distribution of the secondary PCL phase with a small size will 

enhance the distribution of the CB particles. The dispersion of the PCL 

phase occurs in the first step (B_PCL4 or H_PCL4), after which CB is 

added to the blend using the same mixer (B). Two-step mixing forms CB 

aggregates with more contact with neighboring aggregates to form a network 

and better electrical performance. The σdc of H_PCL4CB4 is significantly 

increased to 1.9×10−3 S/m from the insulation level of H_CB4. B_PCL4CB4 

has a higher σdc (~4×10−3 S/m) than H_PCL4CB4 (Fig. 4.3.4). Moreover, 

the σdc of BB_ and HB_PCL4CB4 is higher than that of B_ or 
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H_PCL4CB4. Among them, HB_PCL4CB4 has a much higher σdc than 

BB_PCL4CB4, which is attributed to a remarkable distribution of CB 

aggregates throughout the composite as can be seen in Fig. 4.3.3(d).
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Fig. 4.3.3 SEM images of the fractured surface of the ternary composite 

(PCL4CB4) depending on the mixing method: (a) B_PCL4CB4, (b) 

H_PCL4CB4, (c) BB_PCL4CB4, and (d) HB_PCL4CB4
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Fig. 4.3.4 Electrical conductivity (σdc) of a ternary composite depending 

on the mixing methods
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In order to distinguish structural difference depending on the mixing 

method in more detail, a quantitative morphology analysis is performed with 

2D SEM images. From each 2D image, CB aggregates are discriminated, as 

demonstrated in the inset of Fig. 4.3.5(a), and analyzed to define the 

geometric characteristics of the CB aggregates—size, perimeter, and aspect 

ratio. Fig. 4.3.5 presents the outcome of the image analysis of the ternary 

composites depending on the mixing method, as summarized in Table 4.3.2. 

Compared to the average aggregate size (αagg.) of B_CB4(74) or H_CB4(68) 

in Fig. 4.3.2, the addition of the secondary PCL phase pronouncedly 

increases αagg. of the ternary composite, i.e., 510 and 470 for the B_ and 

H_PCL4CB4 composites, respectively (Table 4.3.2). When CB aggregates 

distributed in B_ and H_PCL4CB4 composites are compared with the 

distribution of CB aggregates in B_CB4 binary composite, most aggregates 

are extended and form an irregular shape, as shown in Fig. 4.3.5. As the 

point representing each CB aggregate is scattered outside of the square, it 

can be understood that the secondary PCL phase induces the aggregation of 

CB with a larger perimeter or a higher aspect ratio compared to the B_CB4 

outcome. In addition, the secondary PCL phase enhances the variation of 

CB aggregation further depending on the mixing method. For 

H_PCL4CB4(Fig. 4.3.5(a)), CB aggregates have a lower aspect ratio than B 

or BB_PCL4CB4 (Fig. 4.3.5(b, c)), and the distribution of CB aggregates 

becomes narrower than other composites. B_PCL4CB4 (~aspect ratio of 2.1 

and perimeter of 3980) has more CB aggregates with a higher structure 

compared to H_PCL4CB4 (~aspect ratio of 1.9 and perimeter of 3830) 

(Table 4.3.2). This indicates that single-step mixing with a high-shear 

kneading process is too intensive to control the aggregation of CB particles 
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and to control the dispersion of the PCL phase at the same time. Less 

shear force is desirable to induce particle aggregation. Compared to the 

ternary composite from a single-step mixing, two-step mixing expands the 

distribution of the CB aggregates to the region with a higher perimeter and 

higher aspect ratio (Fig. 4.3.5(c, d)). Especially for HB_PCL4CB4, many CB 

aggregates are distributed in the higher perimeter and higher aspect ratio 

region compared to the other ternary composite (PCL4CB4) (Fig. 4.3.5(d)). 

The average perimeter of CB aggregates in HB_PCL4CB4 (~7720) is 

noticeably larger than that of BB_PCL4CB4 (~4800) despite the fact that 

the aspect ratio of both composites is similar (2.2 and 2.2 for BB_ and 

HB_ PCL4CB4, respectively, Table 4.3.2), indicating that CB aggregates are 

highly extended throughout the composite to form percolation.
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Fig. 4.3.5 Aspect ratio (AR) vs. perimeter (P) of the PCL4CB4 ternary 

composites: (a) H_PCL4CB4, (b) B_PCL4CB4, (c) BB_PCL4CB4, and (d) 

HB_PCL4CB4; The box with dotted line represents the distribution of AR, 

perimeter of aggregates in B_CB4.
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Table 4.3.2 Number-averaged and weight-averaged aggregate size (αagg.), 

perimeter and aspect ratio of CB aggregates in ternary composites depending 

on the mixing method

PCL4CB4
αagg.[-] Perimeter [nm] Aspect ratio [-]

number-
averaged

weight-
averaged

number-
averaged

weight-
averaged

number-
averaged

weight-
averaged

B 470 850 3830 5500 1.9 2.1
H 510 1500 3980 7180 2.1 2.4

BB 640 1340 4800 7400 2.2 2.4
HB 1020 1770 7720 13590 2.2 2.5
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The perimeter and aggregate size of all CB aggregates dispersed in four 

composites are plotted in a single graph in Fig. 4.3.6, which shows a 

scaling relationship (～  , where P and A are the perimeter and particle 

aggregate size respectively, and Dp is the fractal dimension [66]) (Fig. 

4.3.6). The CB aggregates in the binary composites (B_CB4, H_CB4) set 

into a master plot having a relationship of P∼A0.6 (Dp/2 = 0.6). The scaling 

parameter increases for the ternary composites to P∼A0.8 (Dp/2 = 0.8). As 

Dp deviates from 1.0, the CB aggregates show a more irregular shape, 

deviating from spherical. As discussed in section 4.2, Dp is 1.15 for 

ellipsoidal aggregates, and it increases to 1.29 for linearly extended 

aggregates. It exceeds 1.32 for aggregates with a branched structure. As 

shown in Fig. 4.3.6, CB aggregates for the binary composites increase 

irregularity from ellipsoidal to a slender form [67]. For ternary composites, 

CB aggregates become more irregular, forming higher-order structures. 

HB_PCL4CB4 has a high value of Dp (~1.63) compared to B_ and 

BB_composites, resulting in a percolation structure with higher connectivity 

and leading to higher electrical conductivity than in other ternary composites 

(Fig. 4.3.4). Meanwhile, the H_composite has a low value of Dp (~1.32), 

indicative of a percolation structure with low connectivity and lower 

electrical conductivity.

These results indicate that the formation of a percolation structure with 

high connectivity is caused by a homogeneous dispersion of the secondary 

PCL phase with a small drop size through high-shear kneading before the 

addition of CB particles. As the drop size is smaller, the dispersion of the 

PCL phase enhances the contact of PCL with the CB particles and builds 

up a network between them. This suggests that decoupled mixing of a 
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secondary phase with stronger affinity to particles from particle dispersion 

through a sequential mixing process provides a significant possibility to 

control the particle dispersion for percolation formation as compared to that 

by single-step mixing.
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Fig. 4.3.6 Plots of perimeter vs. αagg. of CB aggregates in binary and 

ternary composites depending on the mixing method. The inset table lists 

the perimeter-based fractal dimension (Dp) for the composites. As Dp 

deviates from 1.0, the CB aggregates show a more irregular shape, deviating 

from spherical and show a branched structure if it exceeds 1.32.
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4.3.2. Electrical and rheological characterization

The morphological analysis of CB aggregates shows that the ternary 

composites with identical contents of CB and the secondary phase can have 

different CB aggregation and percolation structure depending on the mixing 

method. When the secondary PCL phase has a smaller drop size prior to 

the addition of CB particles, CB aggregates expand to form a percolation 

structure throughout the ternary composite (Fig. 4.3.6 and Table 4.3.2). An 

analysis of the bulk electrical and rheological properties of the composites 

provides more details on the three-dimensional percolation structure. 

Fig. 4.3.7 depicts the dielectric response of the ternary composites as a 

function of frequency. The addition of 4 wt% CB particles to the PLA 

matrix increases the dielectric constant (ε’) over the entire frequency region, 

and the binary composite shows a frequency-independent dielectric constant. 

The dielectric constant of neat PLA is 6.6 at 10 kHz, whereas the dielectric 

constant of the B_CB4 composite is as high as 52.4 at the same frequency. 

The increase in the dielectric constant in the composite is mainly attributed 

to the action of the CB particles dispersed throughout the matrix as a 

nano-capacitor and to the space charges surrounding the interfaces between 

the particles and polymer matrix, giving rise to enhanced interfacial 

polarization [1, 47, 81, 82]. Then, if the particle content is fixed, the 

dielectric constant of the composite increases as the interfacial area between 

the matrix and particle increases. For the ternary composites, the dielectric 

constant increases to the levels as high as 356, 460, 116, and 852 at 10 

kHz for B, BB, H, and HB_PCL4CB4 composites, respectively. It indicates 

that the ternary composites have CB aggregates with a higher interfacial 

area. These aggregates play a role as a micro-capacitor in the composite. 
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For the ternary composites, the interfacial area of the micro-capacitor 

increases depending on mixing method in the sequence of HB BB ≥ B ≥ 

H, which is the same sequence with the aggregate size identified earlier in 

the image analysis (Table 4.3.2). 

In addition, the dielectric constant of the ternary composites shows a 

large negative value in the low frequency region, and then changes from 

negative to positive as the frequency increases. As mentioned earlier (in 

section 4.2.3), a negative dielectric constant indicates the formation of a 

continuous conducting pathway in the composite via direct contact between 

the conductive particles [83]. The switching frequency, at which the 

dielectric constant changes sign, is strongly related to the formation of a 

three-dimensional structure of the particles in the polymer matrix, as earlier 

discussed. Network structure formation on a larger scale would lead to a 

higher switching frequency. The switching frequency of the ternary 

composites increases in the sequence of HB (~1000 Hz) > BB (~630 Hz) > 

B = H (~400 Hz) (Fig. 4.3.7(a)). Correspondingly, the ternary composites 

show an increase in the dielectric loss (ε”) that is several orders of 

magnitude higher than that of B_CB4 (Fig. 4.3.7(b)). For the ternary 

composites, the dielectric loss is proportional to ω−1 over the frequency and 

exhibits DC conductance. This arises because the CB aggregates act as a 

conducting pathway, inducing a leakage current throughout the composite. In 

this regard, HB_PCL4CB4 composite can be expected to have a 

three-dimensional conducting network structure of CB particles with stronger 

connectivity throughout the composite, leading to the highest value of the 

dielectric loss as well as the higher switching frequency compared to the 

other ternary composites.
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Fig. 4.3.7 Dielectric properties of ternary composites depending on the 

mixing method: (a) Dielectric constant (ε’) and (b) dielectric loss (ε”)
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As shown in Fig. 4.3.7, if CB particles come into direct contact to form 

a three-dimensional percolation structure and undergo dielectric loss, CB 

percolation structure will be reflected in the rheological behavior of the 

composites as well. In order to exclude different degrees of mechanical 

degradation of PLA during the batch- and high- shear kneading mixing 

processes, and to discriminate the effect of PCL-induced CB aggregate 

structure on the rheological behavior of the composite clearly, G’ and G” of 

ternary composites are normalized with the moduli of the PLA matrix, 

which underwent the same mixing process with ternary composite 

  ′or ”
 ′ or ” or  

 ′ or ”  ). Fig. 4.3.8 

shows the normalized storage (G’(ω)) and loss modulus (G”(ω)) of 

composites. The normalized G’ overlaps with the high-frequency region, 

where the matrix mainly contributes to the viscoelastic response and shows 

a significant increase at low frequency region, which arises from particle 

percolation. Nonetheless, the normalized G’ of H_PCL4CB4 or 

BB_PCL4CB4 shows a similar increase at the low frequency region (Fig. 

4.3.8(a)), implying that these three ternary composites have subtle differences 

in their percolation structure. Meanwhile, HB_PCL4CB4 clearly exhibits a 

pronounced increase in the normalized G’ at low frequency. Compared to 

the normalized G’, the normalized G” of the ternary composite does show a 

slight difference depending on the mixing method (Fig. 4.3.8(b)), meaning 

that G' sensitively reflects the occurrence of particle percolation in the 

composites. Linear viscoelasticity of a ternary composite ensures that the 

ternary composites with the same composition of the particles and secondary 

PCL phase form a different percolation structure depending on the mixing 
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method. For the ternary composite fabricated through sequential mixing 

designed to produce small drops of the secondary phase before particle 

dispersion (HB_PCL4CB4), a pronounced increase in the normalized G’ at a 

low frequency occurs because the particles aggregate to form the most 

extended three-dimensional percolation structure compared to the other cases. 

Again, the three-dimensional percolation structure fabricated with different 

mixing methods are more distinguishable if replotting the linear 

viscoelasticity with a van Gurp-Palmen plot (phase angle vs. complex 

modulus). An analysis of the linear viscoelasticity of a composite via a van 

Gurp-Palmen plot provides a practical way to discriminate the effect of the 

percolation structure from the polymer matrix. As mentioned earlier(section 

4.2.3), for a linear polymer, the van Gurp-Palmen plot produces a 

monotonically decreasing function with increasing G* value. In addition, 

percolation formation in the polymer matrix induces a substantial drop in the 

phase angle. Fig. 4.3.9 presents a van Gurp-Palmen plot of neat PLA and 

all the composites depending on mixing protocol. For the neat PLA which 

underwent both the B_ and H_mixing process, the phase angle (d) decreases 

monotonically with an increase of G*, as expected from previous Chapters, 

and both curves are superposed on the master curve, indicating identical 

rheological behavior despite the mechanical degradation depending on the 

mixing method. With the addition of CB particles, d begins to drop due to 

the increased elastic contribution caused by the presence of solid particles. 

When the secondary PCL phase is added, the ternary composites show a 

remarkable change in the curve shape, from viscous liquid-like to elastic 

solid-like behavior, via curve shifting to a smaller δ in a lower modulus 

region. This indicates the beginning of the build-up of particle percolation. 
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At this point, H_PCL4CB4 shows less drop in d, indicating the formation of 

a weak percolation structure. Meanwhile, HB_PCL4CB4 shows the lowest 

phase angle, lower than 45 o in the lower modulus region, indicating the 

formation of a structure that stores energy in the viscous matrix. This means 

that CB aggregates form an enormous three-dimensional percolation structure 

throughout the composite. 

To generate a percolation structure for successful CBC, the idea of the 

addition of a small amount of secondary phase to induce particle 

self-aggregation is a promising concept. Moreover, it is important to disperse 

and distribute the secondary phase prior to the addition of particles to form 

particle aggregates with a high order and three-dimensional percolation 

structure. As the drop size of the secondary phase decreases, the secondary 

phase provides a large area for particle localization in a ternary system, 

resulting in the three-dimensional percolation of aggregates and an 

improvement of the electrical conductivity.     
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Fig. 4.3.8 Linear viscoelasticity (G’, G”) of ternary composites depending 

on the mixing method at 180 ◦C: (a) The normalized storage modulus (G’) 

(normalized G’ =G’(ω)composite/G’(ω)BorH_PLA) and (b) normalized loss modulus 

(G”) (normalized G” =G’’(ω)composite/G’’(ω)BorH_PLA).
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Fig. 4.3.9 Van Gurp-Palmen plot: phase angle (δ) vs. complex 

modulus (|G*|) for neat PLA, binary and ternary composites with 

different mixing method
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4.4. Discussion

CB aggregation induced upon the addition of a secondary polymer was 

analyzed through an image analysis and via the dielectric and rheological 

properties, which verified that larger aggregates form with an increase in the 

affinity between the CB particles and a secondary polymer. In addition, it 

was confirmed that the particle structure in ternary composites is highly 

advantageous for improving the both mechanical and electrical properties. 

Fig. 4.4.1 compares the DC conductivity achieved in this study with 

those in earlier reports on composites manufactured through melt-blending 

using the same type of CB as used here. Also, Fig. 4.4.1(b) compares 

tensile ductility of the ternary composite with that of the blend manufactured 

by melt mixing without any other chemical additives to improve the 

brittleness of the PLA. Regarding the electrical conductivity (Fig. 4.4.1(a)), 

the composites with induced aggregates show comparatively high electrical 

conductivity with a relatively low content of both particles and the 

secondary polymer compared to the composites with a large amount of a 

secondary polymer (e.g., double percolated structure, triangles) and compared 

to conventional binary composites (round symbols). The maximum 

conductivity levels of the binary and ternary composites with the 

double-percolated structure are approximately 10-3 and 10-2 S/m, respectively, 

but for the ternary composites with the induced aggregates, when the 

particle content is increased to 8 wt%, the conductivity approaches 2 S/m. 

The ductility is estimated through the improvement ratio (εr=εblend/εPLA) which 

compares the elongation at break of the blends with that of neat PLA. In 

Fig. 4.4.1(b), ternary composites with PCL or TPU showing induced 

aggregates demonstrate larger values of εr with comparatively low contents 
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of the secondary polymer. In particular, for the composites with TPU, this 

value increases significantly by more than ten times compared to that of 

neat PLA. These results prove again that the induced CB aggregates 

constructed through the addition of a small amount of a secondary polymer 

with high affinity to particles are highly effective at improving both the 

electrical conductivity and ductility. This study provides a novel method to 

enhance the electrical and mechanical properties of PLA simultaneously by 

determining the affinity between a secondary polymer and particles.
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Fig. 4.4.1 Performance comparison of (a) the electrical conductivity and 

(b) the ductility of the composites
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Chapter 5. 

Summary
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This thesis aimed to study the aggregation and percolation of carbon 

black (CB) particles in poly(lactic acid) (PLA) matrix through the addition 

of poly(caprolactone) (PCL) or thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) as a 

secondary polymer and investigate its effect on the rheological, electrical and 

mechanical properties of the composites depending on mixing protocol and 

the concentration or variation of secondary polymers.

For the melt-compounded PLA composites, The (PLA/PCL)/CB ternary 

composite exhibited a different morphology and different rheological/electrical 

performances depending on the PCL content in the range of 0–40 wt%. 

This thesis realized electrically conductive PLA-based biopolymer composites 

(>1 S/m) via induced particle aggregation, which was obtained by the 

addition of a small amount of PCL, which has a higher chemical affinity to 

CB particles. This very effectively induced high electrical conductivity 

without sacrificing the mechanical performance compared to the conventional 

manner of the selective localization of CB particles with higher contents of 

PCL (>10 wt%). PCL at less than 4 wt%, effectively induced and connected 

CB aggregates, as reflected by the lower electrical/rheological percolation 

threshold. The high degree of aggregation resulted in a CB particle network 

to realize electrical conductivity. Specifically, when the mixing ratio of PCL 

and CB was equivalent (1:1), the electrical conductivity of the PLA/CB (5, 

8, and 10 wt%) composites was significantly increased, surpassing 1 S/m, a 

level that could not be reached by binary PLA/CB composites without PCL. 

The fabrication of conductive PLA-based biopolymer composites with a low 

concentration of CB particles holds great promises high potential for many 

applications requiring good processability as well as mechanical performance.

Meanwhile, for the melt-compounded PLA composites containing fixed 
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CB concentration, this thesis investigated the structural changes of CB 

aggregates in PLA ternary composites according to difference in the 

thermodynamic affinity between CB and a secondary polymer, in this case 

PCL, TPU or PP. CB particles showed significantly induced aggregation and 

percolation with a small amount of PCL or TPU (but not PP). Furthermore, 

the structural features of the CB aggregates were controlled depending on 

the affinity between the secondary polymer and the CB particles, leading to 

an improvement in the electrical and mechanical properties. The DC 

conductivity of the PCL-added ternary composite (4×10-3 S/m) increased by 

four-orders of magnitude compared to that of the CB4 binary composite, 

and the percolation threshold of the TPU-added ternary composite was 

reduced to 2.3 wt%. The elongation at break of the TPU-added composite 

increased to 210%. Morphological, dielectric and rheological characterizations 

verified that when TPU with higher affinity to CB than PCL is 

incorporated, the CB particles form percolation structure with a larger 

effective volume than PCL. This occurs due to the stronger chemical affinity 

of the CB particles to TPU than to PCL, which further enhances the 

percolation of CB aggregates. The fabrication of a ductile and conductive 

PLA-based biopolymer composite through the incorporation of a small 

amount of a high affinity polymer holds great potential for many 

applications requiring high electrical and mechanical performance capabilities.

In the meantime, for the melt-compounded PLA composites containing 

fixed both CB and PCL concentration, The PLA/PCL/CB ternary composite 

exhibited a remarkable CB particle aggregation and percolation formation via 

PCL-induced CB self-aggregation, especially when the mixing ratio of PCL 

and CB was equivalent. A ternary composite showed a large variation in 
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percolation formation depending on the mixing method, single-step or 

two-step mixing, leading to at least an order of magnitude increase in 

electrical conductivity for the system with 4 wt% CB (from 4×10−3 to 4×10 
−2 S/m). Morphological, electrical and rheological characterizations proved 

that CB particles form a three-dimensional percolation structure with higher 

connectivity with neighboring CB aggregates, through morphology control of 

the secondary PCL phase before the addition of particles. As the drop size 

of the PCL phase became smaller, CB particles having stronger chemical 

affinity to PCL than PLA have more area to localize, increasing the 

possibility of producing and percolating small CB aggregates. The fabrication 

of a conductive PLA/PCL based bio-composite through a multi-step mixing 

process that enhanced the heterogeneity of the aggregate structure shows a 

high potential for many applications requiring high electrical functionalities 

as well as high mechanical performance unreachable by binary PLA/CB 

composites without PCL.
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국문초록

본 논문에서는 소량의 폴리카프로락톤 및 열가소성 폴리우레탄

을 제 2상 고분자로 첨가하였을 때 폴리락틱산 매트릭스 내에서

카본블랙 입자의 응집과 퍼콜레이션 현상에 대해서 알아보았고,

용융-혼합 방법과 각 재료의 농도에 따른 카본블랙 응집체의 구조

와 복합체의 물성과의 상관관계를 규명하였다.

카본블랙 입자와 생분해성 고분자 블렌드로 구성된 3상 복합체

의 전기 전도도는 분산상 고분자 존재 하에서 입자의 분산을 제어

함으로서 증가시킬 수 있었다. 카본블랙 입자가 폴리락틱산 매트

릭스 고분자보다 제 2상 고분자인 폴리카프로락톤에 더 높은 화학

적 친화성을 갖는 경우, 폴리카프로락톤의 농도가 4 wt%로 감소

함에 따라 폴리카프로락톤 상은 카본블랙 입자의 응집을 유도하였

으며, 이로 인해 퍼콜레이션 임계 값이 더 낮은 농도로 이동하였

음을 확인하였다 (3.73 vs. 2.86 wt%). 또한, 카본블랙과 폴리카프로

락톤 상의 혼합 비율은 카본블랙의 분산 구조 형성에 큰 영향을

미치는 것을 확인하였다. 이미지 분석을 통해, 소량의 폴리카프로

락톤 상의 첨가는 높은 종횡비를 갖는 입자 응집체를 형성시켰으

며, 이러한 입자 응집체 간의 다중 접촉으로 인해 직접적인 3차원

전자 전달 경로가 형성되는 것을 확인하였다 (복합체의 멱함수 지

수가 2.2로 감소).

한편, 전기 전도성 및 고 연성 폴리락틱산 복합체를 설계하기

위해, 본 논문에서는 다양한 제 2상 고분자를 사용함으로 카본블

랙과 제 2상 고분자의 화학적 친화성을 제어하였고, 이로 인한 카

본블랙 응집체의 구조적 변화를 분석하였다. 폴리카프로락톤 및

열가소성 폴리우레탄이 첨가된 3상 복합체의 전기 전도도는 2상

복합체인 폴리락틱산/카본블랙 복합체보다 103-104배 더 높은 것이
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확인되었고, 특히 열가소성 폴리우레탄이 첨가된 3상 복합체의 연

신율은 4 wt%의 카본블랙과 4 wt%의 열가소성 폴리우레탄이 첨

가되었을 때 220 % 증가한 것이 확인되었다. 프랙탈 구조 분석을

통해, 폴리카프로락톤 또는 열가소성 폴리우레탄이 첨가된 3상 복

합체 내에서의 카본블랙 응집체의 응집 과정이 확산-제한적 응집

과정임을 (프랙탈 지수 1.8) 규명할 수 있었으며, 이를 통해 제 2

상 고분자와 카본블랙 입자 사이의 강한 접착 강도로 인해 연성이

향상되었다는 사실을 확인할 수 있었다. 또한, 열가소성 폴리우레

탄이 첨가된 복합체는 폴리카프로락톤 보다 카본블랙과 제 2상 고

분자 사이의 상호 작용이 더 크기 때문에, 더욱 큰 크기의 카본블

랙 응집체를 형성하여 연성을 더욱 향상시켰다.

또한, 본 논문에서는 퍼콜레이션 구조를 제어하기 위해서, 복합

체의 제조 방법을 전형적인 1단계 혼합 과정에서 2단계 혼합 과정

으로 분할하여 제 2상 고분자인 폴리카프로락톤 상과 카본블랙 입

자의 분산을 각각 조절하였다. 카본블랙 입자와 폴리카프로락톤

상의 함량이 4 wt%로 고정되었을 때, 1단계 혼합 공정으로 제조

된 3상 복합체에는 유도 입자 응집 현상으로 인해 비교적 높은 종

횡비와 큰 크기의 응집체가 형성된 것이 확인되었다 (응집체의 둘

레~응집체의 직경0.7). 반면, 2단계 혼합 공정으로 제조된 복합체에

는 카본블랙 응집체가 확장된 고차원 구조가 형성된 것이 확인되

었다 (응집체의 둘레~응집체의 직경0.8). 카본블랙 입자가 첨가되기

전, 높은 전단력을 가진 첫 번째 혼합 단계에서 폴리카프로락톤

상의 크기의 감소는 카본블랙 입자가 후속 혼합 단계에서 카프로

락톤 상과 접촉할 수 있는 더욱 큰 계면 영역을 제공하였으며, 결

과적으로 복합체 전체에 걸쳐 확장된 카본블랙 응집체를 형성시켜

주었다. 그 결과, 고차원의 구조를 갖는 3상 복합체의 전기 전도도

는 카본블랙 4 wt% 농도에서 4x10-2 S/m로 현저하게 향상되었다.
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복합체의 물성과 제 2상 고분자 첨가에 의해 형성된 카본블랙

유도 응집체의 구조적 상관관계를 조사한 본 논문은 전기 전도성

및 고 연성 생분해성 고분자 복합체를 실현하기 위한 최적의 공정

및 화학적 조건을 제공한다.

주요어 : 전기 전도도, 폴리락틱산, 카본블랙, 입자응집, 생분해성 고분자

복합체, 인장특성

학 번 : 2016-21019
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